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Abstract
Questions embedded under responsive predicates and definite descriptions both give
rise to a variety of phenomena which can be grouped under the term plurality effects:
quantificational variability, cumulativity, and homogeneity effects. This similarity has
not gone unnoticed, and many proposals have taken inspiration in theories of definite
plurals to account for these effects with embedded questions (Dayal in Locality in
WH quantification: questions and relative clauses in Hindi, Kluwer, Dordrecht, 1996;
Lahiri in Questions and answers in embedded contexts, Oxford studies in theoretical
linguistics 2, Oxford University Press, NewYork, 2002; a.o.). Recently these phenom-
ena have received less attention, as the field has focused on the so-called intermediate
exhaustive reading of embedded questions instead, after Spector (Exhaustive inter-
pretations: what to say and what not to say, Presentation at LSA Workshop: ‘Context
and Content’, 2005) called into question the traditional dichotomy between weak and
strong exhaustive readings. As a result, the intermediate exhaustive reading has been
accounted for at the expense of empirical coverage in other areas. In this paper, I pro-
pose amodular theorywhich derives the currentlymuch discussed exhaustive readings
without giving up the rich semantics necessary to account for plurality effects. My
account of quantificational variability, cumulativity, and homogeneity effects builds
on recent work on these phenomena in the nominal domain by adopting a categorial
approach to embedded questions, while the strong and intermediate exhaustive read-
ings are implemented using an independent strengthening mechanism suggested in
Klinedinst and Rothschild (Semant Pragmat 4(2):1–23, 2011). The resulting theory
not only recovers important results on plurality effects; it offers new, simple solutions
for some puzzles presented in George (Question embedding and the semantics of an-
swers, Ph.D. dissertation, UCLA, 2011; Thought J Philos 2(2):166–177, 2013) and
Paillé and Schwarz (in: Stockwell (ed) Proceedings of WCCFL 36, vol 36, Cascadilla
Proceedings Project, Somerville, 2018), naturally derives readings that had been pos-
tulated in previous literature (Preuss in Issues in the semantics of questions with
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194 A. Cremers

quantifiers, Ph.D. dissertation, Rutgers University, 2001), makes correct predictions
in many unexplored cases, and is compatible with recent results in psycholinguistics.
In the last sections I justifymy assumptions and show how possible limitations I inherit
from the theories I build on can be accommodated under standard assumptions.

1 Plurality effects with definite descriptions and questions

1.1 The basic data

Embedded questions share many properties with definite descriptions. Dayal (1996)
was the first to fully acknowledge this parallel and was particularly interested in the
uniqueness presupposition of singular which-questions. In this paper, I will mostly
concernmyselfwith the parallel betweenpluralwhich-questions (andquestions headed
by a neutral wh-word) and definite plural DPs. Gajewski (2005) pointed out that
questions give rise to all the phenomena associatedwith definite plurality. In particular,
each of the phenomena affecting definite plural DPs in (1a)–(3a) has an equivalent
found in embedded questions (1b)–(3b). For each phenomenon, the first mention of
the effect in the literature on questions is indicated.

(1) QuantificationalVariabilityEffect (QVE)1 /Modification by an adverb of quan-
tity (Berman 1991):

a. The children mostly sang.
≈ Most children sang.

b. John mostly knows which children sang.
≈ For most children who sang, John knows it.

(2) Semi-distributive / cumulative readings (Dayal 1996:149):

a. The girls chased the boys.
≈ Each girl chased some boy and each boy was chased by some girl.

b. The teachers know which children sang.
≈ Each teacher knows at least a partial answer and each child who sang is
known to have done so by at least one teacher.

(3) Homogeneity (Krifka 1996:147):

a. The children didn’t sing.
≈ No child sang.

b. Mary doesn’t know which children sang.
≈ Mary has no idea which children sang.

While the phenomenon illustrated by (1) has been studied extensively from its
discovery by Berman (1991) to Lahiri’s (2002) major contribution, much less has been
said about the two others. To my knowledge, only Lahiri (2002) proposed a detailed

1 Berman (1991) makes an analogy with modification of an indefinite by adverbs of frequency, as in A pro-
fessor usually likes his students. This led to a theory of questions as free variables lacking a quantificational
force. Although I won’t pursue such an analysis, I will stick to the widely accepted term ‘QVE’.
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Plurality effects and exhaustivity with questions 195

analysis of cumulativity and, with the exception of recent work by Križ (2015b), no
detailed analysis has been proposed for homogeneity effects with questions. Given the
limited attention paid to these effects in the literature on questions, readers unfamiliar
with the literature on definite plurals may want to see more data before they are
convinced that anything interesting is going on in (3).

1.2 A fewwords on homogeneity

Let us first rule out a simplistic explanation of the data in (3). The examples in (4)
below show that the “negation of universal” reading of (3a,b) cannot be explained by
giving the definite description/question wide scope over negation. Indeed, the binding
of the pronoun forces it to stay in the scope of the negative DP, yet the homogeneity
effect remains. Example (24) in the next section will show that questions embedded
under know cannot take scope over the subject of the sentence anyway.

(4) a. No professori talked with the students shei likes.

b. No professori knows which of heri students cheated.

The intuition behind homogeneity effects is that (5a) is true if all children sang,
false if none did, but neither true nor false otherwise. Similarly, (5b) would be true
if Mary knew a complete answer to the question Which children sang?, false if she
didn’t know any partial answer, and neither true nor false if she had partial knowledge
about which children sang. The fact that the partial cases receive an indeterminate
truth value (a truth value gap) rather than being plain false explains why (3a,b) receive
a reading stronger than the negation of a universal statement.

(5) a. The children sang.

b. Mary knows which children sang.

As noted by Löbner (1985, 2000), homogeneity effects disappear when an overt
universal adverb is added to the sentence: if some but not all children sang, (6a) is
plain false and (7a) is clearly true. Again, we observe a similar effect with questions:
if Mary knows for some but not all children who sang that they did, (6b) is plain false
and (7b) is clearly true.

(6) a. The children all sang.

b. Mary completely knows which children sang.

(7) a. The children didn’t all sing.

b. Mary doesn’t completely know which children sang.

The first intuition that questions are subject to a homogeneity constraint can be
traced back to Krifka (1996). Gajewski (2005:118) proposes to fully transpose the
theory of definite plurals to embedded questions, conditionals, and other domains by
generalizing the notion of plurality in Link (1983). George (2011:109) independently
observed the effect and, on a suggestion of Benjamin Spector, proposes to include a
presupposition of homogeneity in the embedding rule. Finally, Križ (2015a) proposes
a very different analysis, whereby the homogeneity effect of questions is simply the
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196 A. Cremers

result of the homogeneity of answers about plural individuals projecting through the
embedding verb.

1.3 Plan

In the next section, I will quickly review the literature on plurality effects and ques-
tions. In Sect. 3 I will propose an implementation of plurality effects with questions.
Sect. 4 will introduce the different exhaustive readings which have been proposed for
questions and present Klinedinst and Rothschild’s (2011) theory (henceforth K&R).
In Sect. 5, I will show how K&R’s ideas can be implemented in the theory of Sect. 3.
In Sect. 6 I will apply the theory to examples discussed in the introduction. In Sect. 7
I discuss and justify the use of lexical restrictors, and in Sect. 8 I will review poten-
tially problematic cases and show that they can in fact be accommodated with minor
revisions of the theory.

2 Embedded questions as definite plurals in the literature

Asbrieflymentioned above, several proposals already link questionswith plural nouns,
and embedded questions with definite plurals. In this section, I will introduce the
standard semantics for plural nouns and discuss the theories of questions which draw
on it.

2.1 Plurals and definite descriptions

Link (1983) proposed a very influential account of plurality in natural languages,
which I summarize here (leaving aside material fusion and the m-part relation, which
are not relevant for which-questions in my approach). The essential assumption is that
the domain of individuals, De, contains not only atomic individuals (a, b, . . . ), but
also all the plural individuals which can be obtained by (individual) sum formation,
such as a⊕b. De is assumed to be closed under the sum operation⊕. An order relation
called i-part can then be defined on elements of De: x � y iff x⊕ y = y (for instance,
�Ann� is an individual part of �Ann and Bill�). An individual is atomic if it has no
proper i-part. Finally, we can define a �-operator which represents the pluralization of
predicates of atomic individuals (e.g., girl) into plural predicates (girls). For simplicity,
I will often use the symbols ‘⊕’, ‘�’ and ‘�’ to represent both the elements of the object
language and their translations.

(8) ��P�(X) = 1 iff ∀y � X ,Atomic(y) → �P�(y) = 1
�girls� = ��girl�: ‘girls’ is true of any plurality whose atoms are all girls.

The plural definite article the takes a plural predicate and returns its maximal ele-
ment (the biggest plural individuals which satisfies the predicate):

(9) �the �P� = σ x .��P�(x)
= ιx .

[
��P�(x) ∧ ∀y(��P�(y) → y � x)

]
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Plurality effects and exhaustivity with questions 197

While this is not frequent in the literature on plural definites nor very useful at this
point, we can see the as an overt type-shifter from predicates (〈e, t〉) to individuals (e).
2.2 Plurality in questions

Conjunction and material implication for propositions allow an analogy with sum
formation and the i-part relation for individuals. The first proposal to apply Link’s
(1983) model of plurality to questions is Dayal (1996). In order to account for mul-
tiple wh-questions and the unicity presupposition of singular which-questions, she
argued that we must distinguish singular which-questions from plural-marked which-
questions; she proposed to do so by translating the plural marking on phrases like
‘which children’. However, she did not consider the implications for the plurality
effects presented in Sect. 1, except for a short discussion of sentences similar to (2b).

In (10), we see more concretely how the plural morphology on a which-phrase can
be translated within a Hamblin (1973) style denotation for questions. The correspon-
dences in (11) show that the question abstract—the function which takes an element x
in De and returns the proposition λw.��sang�w(x)—is a semi-lattice homomorphism
from 〈De,
,⊕〉 to 〈Q,→,∧〉.2
(10) Q = �Which children sang� = λp.∃X[

��child�(X) ∧ p = λw.
��sang�(w)(X)

]

= {
Mary sang, Peter sang,

Peter and Mary sang…
}

(11) a. �Peter⊕Mary sang� ≡ �Peter sang� ∧ �Mary sang�
b. p ⊕ m 
 p

�Peter⊕Mary sang� → �Peter sang�

Lahiri (2002) introduced a sophisticated theory of questions designed to explain
plurality effects (although he does not discuss homogeneity). In his theory, an an-
swer operator maps questions onto Proposition Conjunction Algebras, which have a
structure similar to that of a starred predicate in Link’s (1983) theory that allows the
derivation of QVE and semi-distributive readings.

Finally, Gajewski (2005) proposed to generalize Link’s (1983) theory to proposi-
tions by having a domain of plural propositions D{〈s,t〉}, but this proposal is not made
fully explicit. In particular, we will discuss an important difference between proposi-
tions and individuals which is overlooked in Gajewski (2005), namely that the notion
of atomic proposition does not make sense outside proposition conjunction algebras.

2.3 Answer operators

Most theories of embedded questions make use of an answer operator to combine
questions with declarative-embedding predicates such as know.3 Examples from a
few influential theories are presented in (12).

2 These correspondences are possible only because �sang is a distributive predicate. If the which-phrase
was associated with a collective predicate, the correspondences would not necessarily hold.
3 A famous exception is Groenendijk and Stokhof (1982, 1984), who treat the extension of a question as
a proposition, and recent work in inquisitive semantics (Ciardelli et al. 2013) which builds on Groenendijk
and Stokhof’s intuition that questions and propositions should share the same logical type.
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198 A. Cremers

(12) a. Heim (1994): ans1(Q, w) = ∩(Q(w))

b. Dayal (1996): Ans(Q, w) = ιp.[p ∈ Q ∧ p(w) ∧ ∀p′ ∈ Q, [p′(w) →
p ⊂ p′]]

c. Beck and Rullmann (1999): answer1(w)(Q) = ∩{p : Q(w)(p) ∧ p(w)}
Beyond their differences, these operators have a few common properties:

– They restrict the set of answers to true answers (if this is not done already in the
denotation of the question, as proposed by Karttunen 1977).

– They type-shift the question from a set of propositions (or a higher type for
multiple-wh-questions) to a proposition.

– They usually do so either by selecting the most informative proposition among the
true answers or by constructing it (taking the conjunction of all true answers).

Some answer operators are clearly transpositions of the definite article the defined
in (9) and extend the analogy between questions and plurals. This is particularly visible
in the case of Dayal (1996), who first used the ‘ι’ operator to define Ans, and it is
explicit in Gajewski (2005) and Fox (2012); the latter defines Ans as “The True”,
building on von Fintel et al. (2014).

3 A possible implementation

3.1 First attempt: Hamblin-style approach

Building on Hamblin (1973), Dayal (1996), Lahiri (2002), and Fox (2012), we can use
the question denotation in (13). I refer to Kotek (2015) for a compositional derivation.
I will assume that this question denotation combines with the answer operator in (14),
which takes as a second argument a set of propositions C .

(13) �Which children sang� = λp.∃X [�child(X) ∧ p = λw.�sang(w)(X)]
(14) �Ans�(Q)(C) = ιp.[Q(p) ∧ C(p) ∧ [∀p′, Q(p′) ∧ C(p′) → p ⊆ p′]]
Concretely, C will be a restrictor provided by the embedding verb and Ans(Q)(C)

can be understood as ‘the C p in Q’. In this, I am following Lahiri (2002). In Sect. 7,
I will provide more arguments to support the assumption that C is determined by the
embedding verb. For veridical responsive verbs such as know, C is simply the set of
all true propositions in the world of evaluation, and we recover Fox’s answer operator:
Ans(Q)(C) = ‘the true Q’.

For pair-list readings of multiple-wh questions, which denote families of questions,
we would need to recursively define a generalized answer operator compatible with
questions of arbitrarily higher types 〈σ, t〉 (Dayal 1996; Fox 2012; Kotek 2014, 2015):
(15) �Ans�(Q〈σ,t〉)(C) = λw.

[∀P ∈ Q, �Ans�(P)(C)(w)
]

The last thing we need is a definition of ‘atomic answers’, similar to the definitions
of ‘atomic individuals’ in (16), for a set or a plural individual.

(16) At(Pet ) = λx . [P(x) ∧ ∀y.[(P(y) ∧ y � x) → y = x]]
At(Xe) = At(λxe.x � X)
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Plurality effects and exhaustivity with questions 199

Although we showed that a strong analogy can be drawn between definite descrip-
tions and questions, it is not perfect. Indeed, if we follow Link (1983) in assuming
that De is an atomic Boolean algebra, we can always retrieve the atoms from a plural
individual. However, we cannot do so from an arbitrary proposition, because there is
no such thing as an ‘atomic proposition’ in general (unlike De, Dst is not an atomic
Boolean algebra). Denotations of typical questions do form atomic algebras on Dst ,
so atomic answers can be defined but only relative to a Hamblin-set. For a concrete
example, note that (17) below would be an atomic answer to the question (18a) but
not to the question (18b).

(17) Ann and Bill talked to John.

(18) a. Who did Ann and Bill talk to?

b. Who talked to John?

This means that we can define atoms for a Hamblin-set Q, but not for Ans(Q)(C).

3.2 A solution based on categorial approaches

Xiang (2016, 2018) proposes a hybrid approach between the propositional and cate-
gorial approaches to questions. An important motivation for this move is to propose a
new account of QVE, addressing some challenges to Lahiri (2002) raised in Williams
(2000) which are not unrelated to the atomicity issue.4 I will adopt an account close
to hers, designed to derive cumulative and homogeneity effects as well.

For the purpose of the present proposal, Xiang’s theory can be summarized as fol-
lows (I am ignoring complexities introduced to account for mention-some questions):

– The root denotation of a question is a topical property, as in (19) below.
– Two type-flexible answerhood operators are defined on these topical properties:

AnsS returns a short answer (in the previous case, a plurality of children who
sang), and Ans returns a propositional answer (the proposition that the children
denoted by the short answer sang).

– Question embedding under responsive predicates uses the propositional Ans, but
the domain of quantification for QVE is provided by AnsS .

Let me define answerhood operators inspired byXiang (2016) for a topical property
such as (19). Note that there is no need to give a recursive definition for multiple-wh
questions, since everything is already built into the fact that Q can be of any type
〈τ, st〉. I will use the underline notation to mark presuppositions.

(19) �Which children sang� = λx .��child�(x) : ��sang�(x)

4 Williams points out that examples with collective predicates where only one true answer (about a plural
individual) is true, such as (i) below, still allow QVE readings where the quantification is over atomic
individuals which are part of the answer. (ii) is a similar example discussed in Lahiri (2002:216).

(i) For the most part, Al knows which soldiers surrounded the fort.

(ii) For the most part, Sarah knows which students form the bassoon quintet.

His solution is to adopt a denotation for which such that ‘which students P’ really means ‘which students
are part of a plurality y such that P(y)’, thereby reconstructing a distributive predicate.
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200 A. Cremers

(20) Answerhood operators:

a. �Ans�(Q)(C) = σ p [p ∈ Range(Q) ∩ C]

b. �AnsS�(Q)(C) = ια
[
Q(α) ∈ C ∧ ∀β[Q(β) ∈ C → (Q(α) ⊆ Q(β))]]

Given the question denotation (and this is crucial), the two answer operators are
inter-definable, as shown in (21). In what follows, I will exclusively use AnsS , which
means that Ans will need to be derived from AnsS and the question.

(21) a. �Ans�(Q)(C) = Q(�AnsS�(Q)(C))

b. �AnsS�(Q)(C) = ια[Q(α) = �Ans�(Q)(C)]
Xiang proposes that the QV sentence (1b) receive an interpretation along the lines

of (22).

(1b) John mostly knows which children sang.

(22) �(1b)�w = most y[y ∈ At(AnsS(Q)(Cw
know))][

K
(
λw′.[y � AnsS(Q)(Cw′

know)], j, w)]

She does not offer a derivation of this interpretation, so our first task will be to fill in
the missing details. The main difficulty is that two copies of the short answer to Q
are needed: one to provide the restrictor of most, the other to define a mapping from
ye to the proposition that y is part of the answer. Note that the function λy.λw.[y �
AnsS(Q)(Cw

know)] is usually identical to the topical property denoted by Q, except
in Williams’s (2000) examples, where an individual can be part of the true complete
short answer without being a true answer.

The simplest solutionmay be to adapt Cooper’s (1979) analysis of e-type pronouns,
whereby it is understood as the R j (xi ) with xi a (usually bound) variable and R j a
contextually salient relation (of type 〈e, et〉). Here we would assume that a silent
variable f is responsible for the most embedded occurrence of Q. It would be of
the same type as the question (usually 〈e, st〉) and would naturally pick the function
described above as its value (or for simplicity, the topical property denoted by the
question).5 We can then assume that the basic structure is as in (23).

5 That this antecedent for f is contextually available seems to be required for independent reasons. For
instance, Aloni et al. (2007) argue that this is the mechanism that allows short answers to be interpreted
after matrix questions. Note that embedded questions seem to have the same effect:

(i) Mary knows which children sang: John and Sue.

(ii) Mary knows which children sang. They wore blue hats.

(iii) Which children form the bassoon trio? Ann and Bill for sure, and maybe Chris.

However, as shown by (ii), the question also makes the short answer a potential antecedent for subsequent
pronouns, which means that an analysis where the short answer in the restrictor of most would be given by
some silent pronoun may work as well. (iii) shows that the correct function for the interpretation of short
answers seems to be more complex than the topical property denoted by the question, in line withWilliams’
examples.
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Plurality effects and exhaustivity with questions 201

(23) Mary knows which children sang.

Mary
knows

f
C

AnsS Q

However, two issues arise with this structure. First, assuming that Principle C holds
for this kind of variable, f cannot be coreferential with Q because it c-commands it.
Nevertheless, I will soon assume that f receives a value which is more complex than
Q, avoiding this issue. More problematically, if the restrictor C stayed in the scope of
f , it would be bound by the world variable introduced by f , and (at least for veridical
verbs) this would make the output of f a tautology. As a consequence, as we will see
in a moment, the constituent [C[AnsSQ]] moves above the embedding verb.

3.3 Application

We now have the basic structure to offer an account of plurality effects with questions.
All we need is a proper interpretation for the adverbs of quantity, and the mechanisms
at the source of cumulativity and homogeneity. The derivation of QVE will take in-
spiration from Lahiri (2002), but will result in the interpretation suggested by Xiang
(2016). Cumulativity and homogeneity will derive naturally from the structure I am
about to propose, since it will introduce a relation between arguments of type e. More
specifically, I will adopt the approach of Beck and Sauerland (2000), because they
allow the ��-operator to apply to complex expressions (see Champollion 2017 for a
review of the different approaches). Križ (2015b) discusses how homogeneity is pre-
dicted for embedded questions under the assumption that the propositional answers
they denote are homogeneous. In the present account this will be even more straight-
forward, since everything can be reduced to a relation between plural individuals. For
homogeneity, I will adopt the approach of Križ (2015a), which is the most detailed
account currently available (in particular, it offers a discussion of cumulative relations
and collective predicates).

3.3.1 Quantificational variability

An important idea from Lahiri (2002) is that questions embedded under responsive
predicates can undergo movement to the restrictor position of an adverb (overt or
covert), and must do so when the adverb is overt. This movement, modeled after
Quantifier Raising (QR), is called Interrogative Raising (IR). I will stick to the idea
that QVE involves IR, albeit to a position lower than what Lahiri (2002) assumed. My
main motivation for postulating a shorter move comes from the example in (24). The
default reading predicted by Lahiri’s theory, which is paraphrased in (24), would have
the question take scope over the subject of the sentence. This reading does not seem
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to be available, and so, following Preuss (2001:149), I will assume that adverbs of
quantity adjoin to VP rather than IP, and therefore IR targets Spec,VP.6,7

(24) For the most part, a professor knows which student cheated.
�= For most students who cheated, some professor or other knows that they
did.

Diverging a bit more from Lahiri’s account, I will assume that it’s the short an-
swer AnsS(Q)(C) that is moving, leaving behind a trace of type e rather than st . As
discussed earlier, a variable f denoting a function of type 〈e, st〉 must be present to
convert short answers into propositions. The resulting structure is presented in (25b)
for sentence (1b), repeated below.

(1) a. The children mostly sang.

b. John mostly knows which children sang.

(25) a. Structure for (1a):
IP

the children
VP

mostly sang
b. Structure for (1b):

John

λx

C
AnsS Q mostly

λy
x

know f y

In order forλy to endupbelow the adverb in (25b), I need to assume something along
the line of Lahiri’s rule AB (see Lahiri 2002:85). A possible way to ground Lahiri’s
rule would be to adopt Sauerland’s (1998a) hypothesis that movement generates two
new nodes: starting with the configuration [YP. . .XP . . . ], moving XP to YP yields[
YP′′XP [YP′λx [YP. . . x . . . ]]]. As we will see in the next section, Sauerland uses
this hypothesis to generate binary relations by moving a second element from YP
between XP and λx , which requires targeting YP′ instead of YP′′ (I will adopt this

6 Lahiri (2002:76) assumes that IR can adjoin the interrogative complement to IP or VP, but the interpre-
tation derived from VP-adjunction is very different (this is what he calls the focus-affected reading).
7 Preuss’s motivation for this move was to make adverbial binding sensitive to the embedding predicate,
because her theory assumed that the embedding verb determines the strength of exhaustivity (as first
suggested by Heim 1994). As will become clear in Sect. 5, I will treat exhaustivity as largely independent
from the embedding verb, but my theory still assumes that the embedding verb plays an important role in
the derivation of QVE by fixing the value of the restrictor C .
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Plurality effects and exhaustivity with questions 203

assumption when dealing with cumulative readings in the next section). A very similar
idea was independently proposed in Barker (2007) to account for the “parasitic scope”
of adjectives like same. We could imagine that floating adverbs of quantity likewise
can attach to YP′ (though in this case it is unlikely to happen through movement from
a lower position).

Together with rule AB comes the assumption that the adverb combines with its
scope before its restrictor. In (26), I present my semantics for mostly. Importantly,
the denotation contains a free parameter α. At this point, we can simply assume that
α = 1

2 (Hackl 2009), but in the next section I will treat it as a vague threshold. I also
assume that mostly presupposes that its restrictor isn’t atomic (i.e., is a plurality of at
least two individuals).8

(26) �mostly� = λP〈e,t〉.λXe : |At(X)| ≥ 2.
[|At(X) ∩ P| > α × |At(X)|]

| · | is the cardinality function, which simply takes a set and returns the number
of elements in it.

Putting everything together, we get the denotations in (27a,b) for (1a,b), which
correspond to the usualmeaning for these sentences (of course, in the case of embedded
questions, this is the WE reading).

(27) a. �1a�w0 = ∣∣{x |�child�w0(x) ∧ �sang�w0(x)
}∣∣ > α × |�child�w0 |

≈ The proportion of children who sang is more than α.

b. �1b�w0 = ∣∣{y|K (Q(y))( j) ∧ y ∈ At(AnsS(Q)(C))
}∣∣

≈> α × |At(AnsS(Q)(C))|
= ∣∣{y|K (λw.�sang�w(y))( j) ∧ �sang�w0(y) ∧ �child�w0(y)

}∣∣

> α × |{y|�sang�w0(y) ∧ �child�w0(y)}|
≈Among childrenwho sang, the proportion of those forwhom John knows
that they sang is more than α.

3.3.2 Cumulative readings

Cumulative readings arise when a transitive verb takes two pluralities as its arguments
(Scha 1981). In the usual case, the two pluralities are simply plural definite descriptions
(see (2a)). The same phenomenon occurs when some responsive verbs take a plural
individual and a plural-marked question (see (2b)). Many different theories have been
proposed for (2a) (Winter 2000; Beck and Sauerland 2000;Kratzer 2008; Champollion
2010, 2014; Winter and Scha 2015; a.o.). In what follows I will use a cumulation
operator ‘��’ (first introduced in Krifka 1986) and assume that this operator can apply
to whole expressions, as argued by Beck and Sauerland (2000). Let me first give a
definition of this cumulation operator (from Sternefeld 1998):

(28) Given a two-place predicate R defined on E× E where E is a join-semilattice,
��R is the smallest two-place predicate such that:

8 In practice, since most entails more than half, restrictors of cardinality 2 will be deviant as well, because
they would make mostly vacuous (the only way to know more than half of a set of two is to know the whole
set).
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a. ∀x, y ∈ E, Rxy → ��Rxy

b. ∀x1, x2, y1, y2 ∈ E, (��Rx1y1 ∧ ��Rx2y2) → ��R(x1 ⊕ x2)(y1 ⊕ y2)

The goal will be to apply this operation to the relation ‘λy.λx .K ( f (y))(x)’, which
in our example simply translates as ‘x knows that y sang’. This will require certain
assumptions about the LF of the sentence, which will end up somewhat similar to my
structure for QVE. Sauerland (1998a) and Beck and Sauerland (2000) argue that DP
can QR to let a complex expression be closed by the cumulation operator, as in (29).

(29) a. The two women want to marry the two men.

b. (the two women) (the two men) ��λyλx[x want to marry y]
Note that this is not straightforward: just like in the case of adverbs of quantity,

(29b) requires ‘the two men’ to land between ‘the two women’ and the corresponding
λx , so that the operator �� can apply to a relation. As discussed in the previous section,
Sauerland (1998a) achieves this by assuming that QR generates two projections, and
the derivation allows an insertion of �� at the intermediate site, between the moved
DP and the λ. An important difference between the structure for QVE in (25b) and
the structure for cumulative predication in (30) is that in the former IR targets the
traditional position below the λx introduced by movement of the subject, and the
adverb of quantity is then attached in the non-standard intermediate position between
the moved question and its λy, while in (30) IR targets Sauerland’s intermediate
position between the moved subject and its λx to create the binary relation. Like
the adverb of quantity, the cumulation operator is then inserted between the moved
question and its λy.

(2b) The teachers know which children sang.

(30) Structure for (2b):

The teachers

C
AnsS Q

��

λy
λx

x
know f y

Let us see how this applies to example (2b), assuming that there are two teachers and
that three children sang in the actual world:

(31) �(2b)� = ��[λy.λx .K ( f (y))(x)](AnsS(Q)(C))(σ X��teacher�(X))

= ��� · know that · sang�(c1 ⊕ c2 ⊕ c3)(t1 ⊕ t2) (schematically)

Given the definition for ‘��’, we correctly derive that each teacher must know that
at least one of the three children sang, and for each child who sang, at least one teacher
must know that they did.
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The only puzzle left at this point is the fact that some responsive verbs do not seem to
allow cumulative readings. In fact, Lahiri (2002) argues that non-veridical predicates
never do, possibly because their lexical restrictor is dependent on the subject, and that
this creates problems when the subject is plural.

(32) Lahiri (2002): John is certain about Q = John is certain about every answer to
Q that he considers possible.
More formally, if Doxw

j is the set of worlds compatible with John’s beliefs
in w:
Cw

j = λpst .(Doxw
j ∩ p �= ∅)

(33) The teachers were certain about which children sang.

a. Available distributive reading: Each teacher was certain about which chil-
dren sang (but different teachers may disagree with each other).

b. Unavailable cumulative reading: For each child that some/all teachers
considered a potential singer, at least one teacher was certain that she sang,
and each teacher was certain of at least one child that she sang. (compatible
with each teacher being uncertain about some children)

I will leave it as an open empirical issue whether Lahiri’s generalization really
holds of all non-veridical predicates. An important confound is that non-veridical
predicates tend not to be lexicalized as simple verbs (e.g., be certain), and even when
they do (e.g., agree), seem to require a preposition when embedding questions. I
have followed Beck and Sauerland (2000) in assuming that cumulation can apply
to arbitrarily complex expressions, but deriving the expression which is cumulated
requires QR and, depending on how the interaction between be certain, the preposition
about, and the question is analyzed, QR might be blocked.

Several other explanations as towhy cumulative readings are seemingly unavailable
for cases like (32) are possible. First, as suggested by Lahiri (2002), it could simply be
that there is no conventionalway to derive the common restrictor (union, intersection?).
Second, we could assume that it is in principle possible to build the restrictor, but that
the complex dependency makes this too demanding cognitively, hence this reading is
strongly dispreferred.

The constraint seems indeed to be related to the difficulty of extracting a restrictor
or processing the complex relation, because the reading seems to become available
again when there is a natural pairing between attitude holders and (short) answers, as
illustrated by the example below (B. R. George, p.c.). In scenario (34), the sentence
(35) is false under a distributive reading, yet it sounds like a correct description of the
situation.

(34) Scenario:
Each expert is an expert on a different genus, and she is certain about which of
the species in her genus are capable of asexual reproduction. Suppose further
that every genus has an expert associated with it, and that no two experts are
opinionated about the same species (each one explicitly reserves judgment and
defers to the appropriate other expert).

(35) The experts are certain about which of the species are capable of asexual
reproduction.
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3.3.3 Homogeneity

Since my theory of question embedding amounts to applying a predicate to a short
answer which is typically a plural individual, standard theories of homogeneity
straightforwardly predict homogeneity effects for embedded questions. For concrete-
ness, I will adopt Križ’s (2015a) proposal.

Križ’s theory of homogeneity: The proposal is rather technical, but the essential
ingredients are (a) a trivalent logic where # represents homogeneity violations and (b)
the assumption that Dt comes with the partial order in (36).

(36) Dt = {0, 1, #}. For all x ∈ {0, 1, #}, x � x and x � #.

De is ordered by the usual i-part relation introduced in Sect. 2.1, and—assuming
that all types end in e or t—(37) shows how we can define an order inductively
on arbitrary types. As a first approximation, homogeneity can then be expressed as
a simple constraint, namely that the domains be restricted to functions which are
monotonic with respect to the partial order on their domain and range. (38) sketches
out how this would work.

(37) For all f , g ∈ BA, f � g iff for all x ∈ A, f (x) � g(x).

(38) Let a, b ∈ De be atomic individuals, P ∈ Det a predicate.
P is monotonic and a, b � a ⊕ b, so P(a), P(b) � P(a ⊕ b).
If P(a ⊕ b) = 1, P(a), P(b) � 1. Since 0 � 1 and # � 1, it follows
that P(a) = P(b) = 1. The same reasoning tells us that if P(a ⊕ b) = 0,
P(a) = P(b) = 0. In every other case, P(a ⊕ b) = #.

From (38), we can conclude that if P(a) �= P(b), P(a ⊕ b) = #. In other words, P
can only be true (resp. false) of a plurality if it is true (resp. false) of each of the atoms
in this plurality. A further requirement that the possible interpretation of constants,
relation symbols, and determiners be atomic in their respective domains makes all
predicates distributive.

In order to allow collective predicates, the monotonicity and minimality constraint
have to be weakened. Note in passing that cumulative relations are not homogeneous,
but this is not a problem if homogeneity is checked before applying the ��-operator.
I refer to Križ (2015a: chapter 2) for details, and in particular his sections 2.2.2 and
2.4.1 for these two questions.

Is mostly homogeneous? Before going any further, I should point out that this
definition of homogeneity does not fare well with my entry for mostly in (26), which
takes a plurality as its restrictor. Indeed, the order which Det inherits from the order
on Dt is completely unrelated to the mereological order on De.9 Nevertheless, we can

9 Given x ∈ De , let Px be the homogeneous characteristic function of the i-parts of x . For z ∈ De , Px
maps z to 1 if z � x , 0 if x and z do not overlap, and # otherwise. Now, if x ≺e y, we can show that Px
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give a denotation of type 〈et, 〈et, t〉〉 formost which simply states that ‘Most A are B’
is true if most A’s are indeed B, false if they are mostly not B, and a gap otherwise. This
denotation, given more formally in (39), without the non-atomicity presupposition for
simplicity, is homogeneous.10

(39) �most� = λAet .λBet .

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣

1 iff
|{a|AT (a) ∧ A(a) = 1 ∧ B(a) = 1}|

|{a|AT (a) ∧ A(a) = 1}| > α

0 iff
|{a|AT (a) ∧ A(a) = 1 ∧ B(a) = 0}|

|{a|AT (a) ∧ A(a) = 1}| > α

# otherwise

This entry would fit well for sentences likeMost children sang, where the restrictor
of most is clearly a predicate. We can generalize it to Most of the children sang by
assuming that the definite DP introduces a plural individual, but the preposition of
converts it back to a predicate. Formostly, we can simply assume that this operation is
done by the -ly suffix, so the denotation in (26) actually reflects a complex expression
which is not itself homogeneous, but can be derived from a homogeneous quantifier
and a preposition/suffix (which denotes a function that is not homogeneous but seems
to be needed independently).

Note that the denotation (39) is actually close towhat a trivalent theory of vagueness
would assign formost. In particular, if α > 0.5, the interval [0, 1] can be split between
clearly false situations [0, 1−α), borderline cases [1−α, α], and clearly true situa-
tions (α, 1]. Nevertheless, I will treat vagueness and homogeneity as two independent
phenomena, and assume that vagueness arises not because there is a gap between 1−α

and α, but rather because there is uncertainty on the value of the free parameter α.

Application: We can now apply the proposal to (3b), repeated below, assuming the
structure in (23).

(3b) Mary doesn’t know which children sang.

(40) �(3b)�w0 = ¬K (w0)( f (AnsS(Q)(Cw0)))(m)

We obtain the meaning in (40), at which point we need to make some assumptions
on the behavior of f and K . If three children sang in w0, AnsS(Q)(Cw0) will simply
return the mereological sum of these three children. f will map this plural individual
to a proposition. A first approximation is to imagine that f simply resolves to Q, so
that f (AnsS(Q)(Cw0)) = λw.�(S)(w)(a⊕ b⊕ c). Sing is a simple distributive verb,

Footnote 9 continued
and Py are generally not ordered in Det : Px (y) = # � 1 = Py(y), so Px � Py . Conversely, given z such
that Px (z) = 0, Py((y − x) ⊕ z) = # � 0 = Px ((y − x) ⊕ z), so Py � Px .
10 Proof: Let us first show that if A � A′, most A � most A′. Let B ∈ Det be an arbitrary predicate; we
want to show that [most A B]�[most A′ B]. Assume that [most A′ B] =1. Then anα proportion of atomic a’s
such that A′(a) = 1 satisfy B. Since A′ 
 A, these a satisfy A(a) � 1, which necessarily means A(a) = 1.
Hence [most A B] =1. The very same reasoning can be done with 0 instead of 1, so [most A B]�[most A′
B]. Second, let’s fix A and take B � B′ ∈ Det . For all atomic a’s such that A(a) = 1, B′(a) 
 B(a), so
B′(a) = 1 → B(a) = 1. If at least α of such a’s are 1 for B′ (i.e., if [most A B′] is 1), it follows that they
are also 1 for B, so [most A B] is 1. The same can be done for 0, so [most A B]�[most A B′].
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so this proposition will be trivalent (true if all three children sang in w, false if none
did, # otherwise). As discussed in Križ (2015b), under the assumption that knowledge
amounts to universal quantification over the worlds in the doxastic state of Mary, this
trivalence will project as expected: (3b) will be true if all three children sang in all
worlds of Doxw0

m , false if none of the children sang in at least one of these worlds (i.e.,
Mary considers it possible that none of them sang), and undefined otherwise.

To account forWilliams’s (2000) examples, we need to adopt amore complex value
for f , which can be made homogeneous as well:

(41) f = λy.λw.
∣∣∣∣∣∣

1 iff y � σ z[Q(z)(w)]
0 iff y does not overlap with σ z[Q(z)(w)]
# otherwise

3.4 Alternatives theories of plurality effects

The literature offers many theories of the various plurality effects discussed here. One
may wonder whether I could have chosen different options. My approach to QVE,
adapted from Xiang (2016), is quite different from the standard approach represented
by Lahiri (2002). It has the advantage of offering an account of Williams’s cases, al-
though this feature is somewhat ad hoc. Because it relies on an answerhood operator,
it still does not account for QVE with rogative predicates, as discussed in Beck and
Sharvit (2002). At this point, the benefits in terms of empirical coverage compared
with Lahiri’s approach are not striking, but we avoid the central issue of having to
define the atoms of a proposition, and in Sect. 5 we will see that the proposed account
helps solve some problems with previous exh-based approaches to exhaustivity.

My account of cumulative readings is rather standard. The crucial bit is that I need
to assume, following Beck and Sauerland (2000), that the cumulative operation can
apply to a complex expression containing the verb and the silent variable f .

Some other theories of homogeneity on the market may be compatible with the
rest of my proposal. Löbner (1985, 2000) propose to treat homogeneity as a pre-
supposition and Gajewski (2005) implements this idea in his theory of homogeneity
with embedded questions. Such a proposal should in principle be compatible with the
present theory as well, but its interactions with homogeneity removers, cumulative
relations, and quantifiers are not fully worked out. Magri (2014) proposes to treat
homogeneity as an implicature. But in addition to problems identified in Križ (2015a),
this approachwill not be compatible with the theory of exhaustivity proposed in Sect. 5
below.

Križ (2015b) proposes a theory of homogeneity in questions which is essentially
the propositional version of my categorical approach. He shows that, provided some
reasonable hypotheses on the projection of truth value gaps, the homogeneity of
questions derives immediately from the fact that propositional answers which in-
volve plural individuals are trivalent themselves. This theory also explains how an
adverb within a question can remove homogeneity in languages like German or in
English dialects which allow the “who all” construction (see Beck and Rullmann
1999 for a discussion of these examples). If the variable f picks Q as its value,
this is explained in my version of his theory as well. If it picks (41), the trivalent
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properties of Q are not preserved, therefore the homogeneity remover has no effect.
This can be fixed by making the falsity conditions of the function weaker and sen-
sitive to the falsity conditions of the propositions in the range of the question, as
in (42).11

(42) f = λy.λw. 1 y � σz[Q(z)(w)]
0

iff
iff Q(y) does not overlap with Q(σz[Q(z)(w)])

# otherwise

4 Incorporating stronger exhaustivity

In this section, I will introduce some background on strongly and intermediate ex-
haustive readings, before implementing their derivation in the theory introduced in
Sect. 3.

4.1 Different exhaustive readings of embedded questions

Different readings have been proposed for sentences with embedded questions such
as (43). In the previous section, we focused on the Weakly Exhaustive (WE) read-
ing, which corresponds to Karttunen’s (1977) proposal. However, at least two other
readings have been discussed in the literature: the Intermediate Exhaustive (IE) and
Strongly Exhaustive (SE) readings. All three readings are paraphrased in (44).

(43) John knows which children sang.

(44) WE: For all children who sang, John knows that they did.
IE: For all children who sang, John knows that they did,

and he does not believe that any other child sang.
SE: For all children who sang, John knows that they did,

and he knows that no other child sang.

Both SE and IE readings were first discussed by Groenendijk and Stokhof (1982),
although they quickly rejected the possibility of the IE reading. The IE reading has
since been discussed several times, and theories focusing on the SE reading have
sometimes assimilated it to the WE reading (Spector 2005; Spector and Egré 2015;

11 Proof: The truth conditions are unaffected, so the desired behavior for QVEwith collective predicates is
maintained. Now, let’s see how the effect of homogeneity removers is accounted for. Let’s place ourselves
in w0, where two children, a and b, sang. The question ‘which children sang’ maps a ⊕ b to a proposition
that is true in worlds where a and b sang, undefined in worlds where one of them did but not the other, and
false elsewhere.When this proposition is embedded under ‘Mary knows’, the result is a proposition which is
true when Mary knows the conjunction ‘a sang and b sang’, false when Mary doesn’t know the disjunction
‘a sang or b sang’, and undefined otherwise. In particular, if one world wa in Mary’s doxastic state is such
that only a sang in wa ,Mary knows who sang is undefined. In this case, f (a⊕ b) = Q(a⊕ b). Now, if we
add an homogeneity remover in Q, it will map a ⊕ b to a proposition which is not trivalent. In particular,
this proposition will be plain false inwa . This means that although a⊕b overlaps with a = σ z[Q(z)(wa)],
Q(a ⊕ b) does not overlap with Q(a).
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Theiler et al. 2018) while theories focusing on the WE reading have associated it with
the SE reading (Berman 1991; Preuss 2001). Cremers and Chemla (2016) established
its existence as a reading independent from both the WE and the SE readings.

Klinedinst and Rothschild (2011) show it is possible to derive IE and SE readings
from theWE reading for non-factive predicates, using an exh operator and some well-
chosen alternatives (for an early attempt at deriving these readings as implicatures,
see Berman (1991: 180). The view that stronger exhaustivity is the result of a process
independent from question embedding per se will make it easier to implement it on
top of the structured denotations we introduced for plurality effects; this view has also
received support from acquisition data in Cremers et al. (2017). I will therefore follow
K&R for the implementation of the IE and SE readings. In the next section I present
their theory succinctly before introducing my own implementation.

Before going any further, a quick note is in order about the nature of the different
readings in (44). Following K&R, I am going to assume that all three of them are
derived in the grammar. Guerzoni and Sharvit (2007) famously argued that theWE/SE
contrast correlates with the licensing of weak NPIs, thereby offering evidence that
these two readings are distinctly encoded in the grammar, rather than one just being a
special case of the other. Unfortunately, there does not seem to be any direct evidence
for the assumption that the IE reading is indeed derived in the grammar. There is
however evidence that the IE reading is derived via strengthening of the WE reading
through implicatures. To the extent that the derivation of implicatures can be seen as
a grammatical phenomenon (as argued in Chierchia 2004; Chierchia et al. 2012), this
would imply that the IE reading is grammatical, but I am not particularly attached to
this conclusion.

4.2 Klinedinst and Rothschild (2011)

K&R focus on veridical non-factive predicates, such as predict (although see Spector
and Egré 2015 for arguments against the very existence of predicates which would
be veridical when embedding interrogatives but not declaratives). They propose the
readings in (46) for sentence (45), which are supported by a survey of their own and
experimental results from Cremers and Chemla (2016).

(45) John predicted which children sang.

(46) WE: For all children who sang, John predicted that they did.
IE: For all children who sang, John predicted that they did,

…and he did not predict that any other child sang.
SE: For all children who sang, John predicted that they did,

…and he predicted that no other child sang.

The core idea of K&R is to use a set of alternatives to the embedded question, from
which they derive as implicatures the second lines in the paraphrases of the IE and SE
readings in (46). Their proposal assumes that the denotation of the question in a world
w is simply its Karttunen-answer in this world, as defined in (47). They further assume
that the focus value of the question (the set of alternatives) is obtained by varying the
world variable, as in (48). Crucially, the focus value Alt(Q(w)) contains false answers.
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To compute the implicatures, they use Groenendijk and Stokhof’s (1984) operator exh
as defined in (49), and allow it to apply directly to questions (whereas it was originally
designed to apply to sentential answers to the question only). For the basic cases it is
sufficient to assume that �ϕ�F+ is the set of alternatives which are stronger than the
prejacent (this assumption will be modified in the next section).

(47) Q(w) is the true (weak) complete answer in w.
Example: Q(w) = λw′.�Ann sang and Bill sang�w′

(48) Any potential complete answer to the question is an alternative:
Alt(Q(w)) = {Q(w′)|w′ ∈ W }
Example: Alt(Q(w)) = {Ann sang,Bill sang,Chris sang, . . .A, B,
and C sang, . . . }

(49) �exh ϕ� = �ϕ� ∧
(∧

p∈�ϕ�F+ ¬p
)

These simple hypotheses are sufficient to derive the three readings of (45). As an
example, let us see how this works in a situation w0 where out of three children, Ann
and Bill sang but Chris did not.

– The WE reading is simply the result of combining Q(w0) with the verb:

�(45)�w0 = predict′( j)(Q(w0)) = predict′( j)(Sa ∧ Sb)

– The IE reading is derived through global (matrix) exhaustification:

�exh(45)�w0 = predict′( j)(Sa ∧ Sb) ∧ ¬predict′( j)(Sa ∧ Sb ∧ Sc)

= predict′( j)(Sa ∧ Sb) ∧ ¬predict′( j)(Sc)

– The SE reading is derived through local exhaustification of the embedded question:

�John predicted exh[which children sang]�

= predict′( j)
(
(Sa ∧ Sb) ∧ ¬(Sa ∧ Sb ∧ Sc)

)

= predict′( j)
(
Sa ∧ Sb ∧ ¬Sc

)

K&R’s proposal can thus capture theWE, IE, and SE readings of non-factive veridi-
cal verbs. It can be extended to factive verbs by adopting a two-dimensional view of
meaning with independent assertive and presuppositional contents (see Spector and
Egré 2015; Uegaki 2015a), but I will pursue a different route. In order to capture plu-
rality effects, we need more structure than K&R propose. The goal of the next section
will be to retrieve their focus values for questions from the denotation introduced in
Sect. 3 and give a more precise characterization of the exh-operator.

5 An exhaustification theory for plural questions

The goal of this section is to update the theory of plurality effects proposed in Sect. 3
so that it can account for strong and intermediate exhaustivity. To achieve this goal,
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we will need to retrieve the alternatives of K&R from the richer structure required for
plurality effects.

5.1 Hypotheses

5.1.1 Generating alternatives for answers

Unlike previous work, I will not need to postulate any special focus value for the em-
bedded question itself. The short answer being of type e (for simplex questions),
we can simply assume that it has De as its set of alternatives. I will further as-
sume that after moving to a higher position, the trace left by the question can also
trigger alternatives. Selkirk (1995) shows that the trace of a moved focused con-
stituent can bear focus marking too. Indeed, in example (50), the whole VP ‘review
ti ’ is new, but it bears no stress. Selkirk assumes that the trace inherits the focus
marking from its antecedent, which is stressed (see Sauerland 1998b for further
discussion).

(50) Bill read an article, but [which BOOKF ]i did Mary [review ti ]F?
The silent focus-marked trace can then trigger alternatives which will be exhaustified
within the scope of its λ-binder, just as in the case of a bound pronoun (Mayr 2012).
Variables of type e are simply assumed to have De as their focus value.12 This means
that the node f (y) in (30) can be exhaustified (as we will see, this is how SE readings
can be derived). To avoid over-generating implicatures, we should also add to the value
of f in (42) the presupposition that its argument is in the domain of the question (so if
Q is ‘which children sang’, f (z) should be a presupposition failure when z is assigned
to an individual that is not a child).

I assume that alternatives project by pointwise function application (Rooth 1985)
and combination with alternatives from any other source. In particular, I put no a priori
restriction on multiple replacements.

5.1.2 Exhaustivity operator

I will use a version of Fox’s (2007) exh operator to derive (secondary) implica-
tures. Fox’s notion of “innocently excludable” alternatives allows more flexibility

12 Using doubly-indexed variables, we can build a formal system that lets bound variables introduce
alternatives such that all alternatives introduced below a λ-binder can project beyond it, except for the
alternatives that were introduced by the variable. Let us start with a set of assignments
 = {γ : N2 �→ De}.
Variables bear two indices ui j , but are interpreted as expected: �ui j �

γ,w = γ (i, j). However, we’ll assume
that a trace or a pronoun carries a single index i and is translated as uii . The focus value introduces
alternatives using the second index: �ui j � f = {�uik�|k ∈ N}. λ-abstraction, on the other hand, uses

only the first index: �λuiϕ�γ,w is a function that maps any x of the same type as ui to �ϕ�γ [i �→x],w
where γ [i �→ x] is like γ except that γ [i �→ x](i, j) = x for any j . In short, λ-binding ignores the
second index. This allows us to define a focus value �λuiϕ� f as in Rooth (1985): �λuiϕ� f = {

(γ,w) �→[
x �→ h(γ [i �→ x], w)

] |h ∈ �ϕ� f
}
. Playing on the two indices ensures that all alternatives introduced by

the variable are “flattened” when this variable is bound, while alternatives introduced by other elements in
the scope of λui are preserved. Note that if we only look at ordinary values, everything can be reduced to
standard assignments g such that ∃γ ∈ 
 : ∀i, g(i) = γ (i, i).
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than Groenendijk and Stokhof’s (1984) operator, and this will be useful to account
for interactions with other phenomena. For one, as discussed at length in the previous
section, it is not clear how homogeneity interacts with exhaustivity. My assumption
here will be that homogeneity of the prejacent simply projects out of exh, but the
negation of alternatives is a “weak” negation in the sense that it only states that they
are not super-true. Since most question-embedding verbs come with presuppositions,
I will need to specify how this operator interacts with presuppositions, which I model
with partial functions (Heim and Kratzer 1998).13,14 Furthermore, my treatment of
QVE will rely on the assumption that most is vague, and vagueness will also play a
role in my account of the verb surprise. I will thus need to specify how exh interacts
with vagueness; I will follow Leffel et al. (2018) on this point.

In short, I will first assume that exh involves a weak negation: alternatives need not
be false but simply untrue (e.g., they can be presupposition failures). Second, I will
require from negated alternatives not just that they be consistent with the prejacent,
but also that they avoid all sorts of infelicities associated with the above-mentioned
phenomena. Finally, there is one issue with K&R’s approach, pointed out in Uegaki
(2015a:92), that needs to be resolved. As it stands, the prejacent for the matrix ex-
haustification of John knows who sang is the proposition that is true in every world
w if John knows in w the K-answer in w. For K&R’s account to make the correct
prediction, the exhaustifier would have to abstract over thew argument of the verb but
not that of the question. Otherwise, the prejacent would be independent from every
alternative. Depending on our assumptions this would make the exhaustification vac-
uous or contradictory. As a consequence, Uegaki (2015a) proposes that the operator
responsible for question exhaustivity is more like a quantifier than the exhaustification
operator responsible for implicatures.

Mayr (2017) proposes an alternative solution stemming from the observation that
the relevant notion of “strength” when comparing alternatives is not classical en-
tailment but Strawson-entailment (independent support for this idea can be found in
Sharvit 2017). If the verb is factive, alternatives may become Strawson-entailed (and
this is the case with know in particular). Nevertheless, problematic situations arise
because Strawson-entailment is not transitive and this can result in the negation of
alternatives which are contextually entailed (leading to contradictions). The particular
configuration that will concern us here is presented in (51).

13 Gajewski and Sharvit (2012) and Spector and Sudo (2017) discuss the projection of presuppositions
out of exh. In the system I will present, Spector and Sudo’s (2017) view of exh as a presupposition hole
would predict that ‘which children sang’ embedded under a factive verb systematically presupposes that all
children sang, or that everyone is a child. My definition of exh is therefore closer to what they call exh3 (it
differs from exh3 in that I use a stronger notion of consistency). I leave for future research the possibility
of a unified account.
14 I modeled homogeneity using a trivalent logic, but I did not assume the “undefined” value # to represent
presupposition failure. Križ (2015a) argues that homogeneity does not project like a presupposition (see
Križ and Chemla 2015 for experimental evidence). When discussing the verb forget I will need to discuss
potential interactions between homogeneity and presupposition (a topic that has not been explored, as far
as I know), but this particular case can be handled with the simple extra assumption in (72) below.
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(51) p q

r

S

S

p = Mary knows who sang
q = Mary believes that Ann sang
r = Mary knows that Ann sang

Let p be our prejacent. q would normally be negated by exh since it is neither entailed
nor Strawson-entailed. However, because r entails q, q �= 1 implies r �= 1. Therefore,
negating the non-weaker alternative q leads to negating the Strawson-entailed alter-
native r . If the context satisfies the presuppositions of r , then p contextually entails r ,
and negating r leads to a contradiction. The solution is simply to update our notion of
innocently excludable alternatives to make q non-excludable in such configurations.
The third line in (53) takes care of this.

(52) �exh ��w = 1 iff
(
���w = 1 and ∀P ∈ IE(�, ��� f , w), P(w) �= 1

)

(53) IE(�, A, w)

= ⋂
⎧
⎨

⎩

B is a maximal set in A,

B ⊆ A {λw′.p(w′) �= 1|p ∈ B} ∪ {���} is satisfiable,
¬∃r ∈ A : [

(p ⇒S r) ∧ (r(w) = 1) ∧ (r ⇒ ∨
B)

]

⎫
⎬

⎭

(54) A set of propositions E is satisfiable if there is a worldwwhere all propositions
in E are defined and clearly true (i.e., no presupposition failures, borderline
vague cases, or homogeneity violations).

Unlike K&R, I will assume that exh can only combine with nodes of type 〈s, t〉,
so I will not need to generalize the notions of negation, entailment, and conjunction to
complex types. I will sometimes write exh(���) instead of the proper �exh ��, using
the same symbol for the operator in the object language and its translation.

5.1.3 Extra assumptions on specific lexical items

Know: Percus (2006) and Sauerland (2008) assume that know is a lexical alternative
to believe to explain the inference in (55).

(55) John believes that I am pregnant.
� The speaker isn’t pregnant.

Their explanation is as follows: Instead of (55), the speaker could have said that John
knows that she is pregnant. If it were common ground that she is, using believe instead
of know would violate Heim’s (1991) maxim ‘Maximize Presupposition’. From the
use of believewe can therefore conclude that it is not common ground that the speaker
is pregnant. Chemla (2008) explains how this can be strengthened into an inference
that she is in fact not pregnant even when the common ground does not contain any
information about this: the speaker is an authority as to whether she is pregnant or
not, and for this reason the addressee could accommodate her presupposition even if
it was not already common ground. Therefore, by using believe she is conveying that
she is not pregnant.
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I will assume that conversely, believe is a lexical alternative to know. This will
allow me to derive the IE reading of know without having to assume that the as-
sertive content of a verb can be accessed independently of its presuppositional
content, as Klinedinst and Rothschild (2011), Spector and Egré (2015), and Ue-
gaki (2015a) do.15 One could imagine that the difference is purely a matter of
aesthetics, but we will see that this assumption also makes better prediction for
negative sentences, where the neg-raising behavior of believe plays an important
role.

Most: I will argue that most does not exactly mean “more than 50%” but that
the semantics of most includes a degree-predicate operating on a continuous scale,
making it a vague quantifier with a context-dependent threshold.16 This can sim-
ply be modeled as uncertainty on the value of the parameter α in (26), repeated
below.

(26) �mostly� = λP〈e,t〉.λXe : |At(X)| ≥ 2.
[|At(X) ∩ P| > α × |At(X)|]

Quantity adverbs such as partly, mostly, and completely are likely to form a scale, but
in the cases we will discuss they do not yield any implicature that could not be derived
by simply considering the structurally simpler alternatives obtained by deletion of the
adverb.

5.2 Application to a simple sentence with know

It is now time to check that the proposed theory can derive the correct readings for the
simple sentence (43), repeated below. I assume that the question must move above the
verb after combining with the AnsS operator, leaving a trace of type y.

(43) John knows which children sang.

(56) Possible parses to derive each reading:
a. WE reading: John 1 [C AnsS which children sang] [2 [t1 knows f t2] ]
b. SE reading: John 1 [ C AnsS which children sang] 2 [ t1 knows exh [f t2]]
c. IE reading: John 1 [ C AnsS which children sang] 2 EXH [t1 knows [f t2]]
d. IE reading: EXH John 1 [C AnsS which children sang] 2 [ t1 knows [f t2]]

Again, let us imagine a situation w0 with three children where Ann (a) and Bill (b)
are the children who sang, while Chris (c) is a child who didn’t sing.

15 I am very grateful to Emmanuel Chemla for this suggestion.
16 This assumption may seem controversial, as most of the literature assigns equivalent truth conditions
to most and more than half (Hackl 2009, a.o.). Nevertheless, the threshold for most is typically more than
just 50%, as becomes clear when one consider the following contrast from Solt (2016):

(i) # Most of the American population is female.

(ii) More than half of the American population is female.
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5.2.1 WE reading

In the given situation, AnsS(Q)(Cw0) = a ⊕ b. Then (56a) simply means that John
knows the proposition that Ann and Bill are among the children who sang, which is
the WE reading of (43).

5.2.2 SE reading

With the parse in (56b), the only source of alternatives for exh is the variable denoted
by t2.Weneed to keep inmind that the value of this variable depends on the assignment,
but the derivation is essentially the same as in K&R.

(57) �exh[f t2]�g,w(w′) = 1 iff f (g(2))(w′) = 1 ∧ ∀d ∈ De, d � g(2) →
f (d)(w′) �= 1

Any element in De that is not a part of g(2) yields an excludable alternative. If d is
an individual who is not a child in w, f (d)(w) is a presupposition failure, hence the
corresponding term in (57) is immediately satisfied. If d is a non-singing atomic child,
f (d)(w) is defined. It must therefore be false to satisfy (57). f (d)(w) = 0 means that
d is not part of any group of singing children in w (i.e., d did not sing).

This is the SE reading. Assuming that g(2) = a ⊕ b, which is the value assigned
higher up in the tree, John knows exh[ f t2] if and only if he knows that Ann and Bill
sang and that no other child did.

5.2.3 IE reading

The IE reading can be derived from at least two different parses. In (56c), the sources
of alternatives for exh are the trace of AnsS(Q)(Cw0) and the verb itself (because
I assumed that 〈believe, know〉 form a scale). In (58) I informally present a subset
of the alternatives for ‘know( f (t2))’, assuming for concreteness that g(1) = j and
g(2) = a⊕b (though these values have not yet beenfixed at this point of the derivation).

(58) Sample from the alternatives for exh in (56c)when g(1) = j and g(2) = a⊕b.
The prejacent is in the blue box and the excludable alternatives are in the red
box:

K ( f (a))( j) ⇐ K ( f (a ⊕ b))( j) � K ( f (c))( j) ⇐ K ( f (a ⊕ b ⊕ c))( j)

⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓
B( f (a))( j) ⇐ B( f (a ⊕ b))( j) � B( f (c)) (j)⇐ B( f (a ⊕ b ⊕ c))( j)

Here ‘know(a)’, ‘believe(a)’, and ‘believe(a⊕b)’ are entailed. Note that ‘know(c)’
and ‘know(a⊕b⊕c)’ are innocently excludable alternatives, but they are trivially non-
true in any world where a ⊕ b is the K-answer because of the factive presupposition
of know. In the end, only alternatives such as ‘believe(c)’ and ‘believe(a ⊕ b ⊕ c)’
yield non-trivial implicatures.

More formally, we can show that any alternative that is not entailed is excludable.
All such alternatives with know or with an individual that is not a child are trivially
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non-true because they are presupposition failures. Only alternatives with believe and
a child who is not an i-part of g(2) yield non-trivial implicatures, hence we can reduce
the result of exh to (59).

(59) �exh[t1 know [f t2]]�g,w(x)(w′) = 1 iff K ( f (g(2)))(g(1))(w′) = 1 ∧
∀d ∈ De,

[
(d � g(2) ∧ �child�w(d)) → B( f (d))(g(1))(w′) �= 1

]

In particular, if d is an atomic child not part of g(2) (i.e., not singing), having the
property exh[know[ f t2]] implicates not (falsely) believing that d sang. At this point,
differences between the semantics of know and believe, together with my assumptions
on exh, become important. Unlike know, believe is a neg-raising predicate. I will fol-
low Gajewski (2005) in assuming that neg-raising should be analyzed as homogeneity
(see also Križ 2015a). Concretely, ‘John believes p’ will be true when all worlds com-
patible with John’s beliefs support p, false when none of them does, and a truth value
gap otherwise. Here is it crucial that my entry for exh only requires the excludable
alternatives to be non-true. Requiring that the excludable alternatives be false would be
problematic, as it would lead to an SE reading (John believes p would be false only if
John believes¬p, so for a child who did not sing, John would need to have the positive
belief that this child didn’t sing). By contrast, (59) leads to an IE reading because in a
world where Ann and Bill are the only singers, (56c) is true if and only if John knows
that Ann and Bill sang and he considers it at least possible that Chris did not sing.

With (56d) the alternatives previously contributed by the trace of AnsS(Q)(C) can
be derived directly from AnsS(Q)(C) itself, so the focus value is unchanged, but the
prejacent is different because the denotation of AnsS(Q)(C), unlike its trace, depends
on the world of evaluation through C . This is where the idea of Mayr (2017) will be
important. As illustrated in (60), in a world w0 such that AnsS(Q)(Cw0) = a ⊕ b,
alternatives such as B( f (a))( j) (‘John believes that Ann sang’) are not excludable
because they are entailed by a true S-entailed alternative (‘K ( f (a))( j)’ in this case).
This leaves only alternatives such as B( f (c))( j) (‘John believes that Chris sang’) to
be excluded, and we arrive at the same result.

(60) Assuming AnsS(Q)(Cw0) = a⊕b, of the following alternatives, only B( f (c))
is excludable in w0:

Since the subject ‘John’ is not quantificational and does not contribute any alter-
natives, it does not matter whether exh applies to the whole sentence or is inserted
anywhere between the subject and the moved question. I come back to quantificational
subjects in Sect. 8.2.
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5.3 False-answer sensitive readings beyond know

We saw how the theory derives an IE reading for know, but what about other factive
verbs?

First, one should note that there is no consensus on the definition of “intermediate
readings”. Everyone seems to agree on the definition of the IE reading of know, but
for other verbs most authors simply call “IE reading” the reading predicted by their
theorieswhen themechanism they propose for know applies to another verb. Therefore,
there are as many definitions of “IE readings” as there are ways to derive the IE
reading of know. I will favor the term “false-answer sensitive” reading (henceforth
FAS) proposed by Xiang (2016), which covers all readings making reference to false
answers of the embedded question. This definition includes the IE and SE readings of
know. To distinguish the two, I will call “global FAS reading” any FAS reading which
requires exhaustification above the embedding verb.

Second, to derive the IE reading of know I assumed that it had a non-factive lexical
alternative (believe). This assumption did not come out of the blue: a similar assump-
tion can be found in the literature on anti-presupposition (Percus 2006; Sauerland
2008; Chemla 2008). For other factive verbs, however, such natural non-factive al-
ternatives are not necessarily available, and alternatives built on false answers will
always be presupposition failures in the world of evaluation. Therefore, I derive the
generalization in (61). Whether this generalization is supported is an open empirical
issue which will not be easily addressed, because (i) SE readings can obscure the data
and (ii) determining which verbs are alternatives to each other can be challenging.

(61) FAS generalization: A factive verb receives global FAS readings if and only if
it has a lexical non-factive alternative.

Note that even if no global FAS reading is predicted for a verb, global exhaustifi-
cation is not necessarily vacuous. Downward-entailing or non-monotonic verbs like
forget and surprise, which are particularly relevant in this context, will be discussed
in the next sections.

6 Application to new cases

In this section, I explore predictions of the theory for cases that are not discussed by
K&R. In particular, I will examine how the exhaustification procedure interacts with
the plurality effects discussed in Sect. 3.

6.1 Negative sentences

I first introduced the homogeneity effect with negative sentences such as (3b), repeated
below. We can now look at how negation and homogeneity interact with exhaus-
tivity. Depending on where the question is interpreted (below or above negation),
different parses may be available, but this won’t affect the overall set of readings
that can be derived: one can always obtain all the alternatives below negation via
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the trace of AnsS(Q)(C) and thereby derive an IE reading below negation. Con-
versely, even if AnsS(Q)(C) cannot escape NegP, its alternatives can still project
and global exhaustification will lead to what I will take to be the default reading
of (3b). For concreteness, I will adopt Pollock’s (1989) standard structure for sen-
tential negation, and assume that AnsS(Q)(C) only moves to Spec,VP (i.e., below
negation).

(3b) Mary doesn’t know which children sang.

(62) Possible parses and associated readings:
a. WE reading: Mary 1 doesn’t [C AnsS which children sang] [2 [t1 know f t2]]
b. SE reading: Mary 1 doesn’t [C AnsS which children sang] 2 [ t1 know exh [f t2]]
c. “¬IE” reading: Mary 1 doesn’t EXH [C AnsS which children sang] 2 [ t1 know [f t2]]

d. IE reading: EXH Mary 1 doesn’t [C AnsS which children sang] 2 [ t1 know [f t2]]

Parse (62a), without exh, would simply be the negation of the WE reading.
Because of homogeneity, it would be true if and only if Mary doesn’t know for
any singing child that they sang. Of the many different parses with exh, some
may be dispreferred because local exhaustification in downward entailing environ-
ment is often considered deviant (see Chierchia 2004; Chierchia et al. 2012). This
would apply to (62b,c) and any equivalent parse. Note that their exact meaning
depends on assumptions regarding the falsity conditions of exh, which I have not
specified so far. A simple and natural option would be to treat exh as a homo-
geneity remover (i.e., exh(p)(A) is false whenever it’s not true), which would
just return the negation of the standard SE and IE readings for (62b) and (62c)
respectively.

Parse (62d), or any parse where exh takes scope over negation, will be the most
interesting case. Here we need to carefully distinguish between sentential negation
(which projects the truth value gap associated with presuppositions and homo-
geneity) and exh (which merely states that innocently-excludable alternatives are
“untrue”).

In a situation where Ann and Bill are the children who sang and Chris is a child
who did not sing, the prejacent is true if and only if Mary fails to know for both
Ann and Bill that they sang (because of homogeneity). Compared with the affirmative
case, the Strawson-entailments in (60) survive negation thanks to homogeneity (not
knowing that a ⊕ b sang entails not knowing that a sang). However, the classical
entailments from know to believe do not, because of neg-raising: not-knowing, unlike
not-believing, is compatible with ignorance. As a result, all alternatives of the form
“Mary doesn’t believe that d sang” are innocently excludable. We therefore derive
an implicature that such alternatives are not true. Given the neg-raising properties of
believe (Gajewski 2005; Križ 2015a), this is the case if they are false (i.e., if Mary
believes that d sang) or if they are undefined (i.e., if she has no opinion on whether d
sang or not).

If d did not actually sing, the prejacent imposes no restriction on Mary’s belief
regarding d, so the implicature simply amounts to Mary not knowing that d didn’t
sing and maybe falsely believing that d sang. If d did in fact sing in the world of
evaluation, Mary cannot believe that d sang (this would contradict the prejacent),
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so the implicature can only be satisfied if Mary is agnostic as to whether d sang or
not.17

In the general case, the predicted meaning for global exhaustification is the one
paraphrased in (63).

(63) �exh[Mary doesn’t know which children sang]� = 1
⇔ For any child who sang, Mary has no opinion as to whether they sang or
not, and for any child who did not sing, Mary does not know that they did not
sing (but possibly falsely believes that they did).

Note that the ignorance implicature about children who did sing is likely related
to the Agent ignorance effect described in Paillé and Schwarz (2018) with whether-
questions. They observe that (64) conveys that Aisha is agnostic as to whether Ben is
Canadian or not. They further show that this inference is more robust than standard
implicatures and conclude that it must be conventionalized to some extent. Xiang
(2015) argues that the “no false belief” component of intermediate exhaustivity is not
an implicature for similar reasons, a point to which I will come back in the conclusion
of this paper.

(64) Aisha doesn’t know whether Ben is Canadian.

At this point, it is worth comparing the predictions of the different exhaustification
theories. First, homogeneity is necessary to derive universal ignorance regarding the
true answers. Second, all exhaustification theories are subject to the generalization
in (61). To account for FAS readings of factive predicates, Klinedinst and Rothschild
(2011) and Uegaki (2015a) build on an idea of Spector and Egré (2015): they assume
separability between the assertive and the presuppositional content, so that a non-
factive alternative can be defined for any factive responsive predicate. In the case of
know, thiswould simply be a version of believewhich has all the properties required for
knowledge, except factivity/veridicality. Yet this “non-factive know” has no reason to
be a neg-raising predicate, and the results of exhaustifying a sentence like (3b)would be
very different. Indeed, without the excludedmiddle property of neg-raising predicates,
the predicted inference is the negation of a non-neg-raisingMary doesn’t believe that
Chris sang, which simply amounts to an implicature that Mary falsely believes that
Chris sang.More generally, these theories would predict that (3b) implicates thatMary
falsely believes that every child who didn’t sing did in fact sing,18 and they would
miss the agent ignorance inference regarding children who did sing.

17 Note that this is a more general prediction for any account of implicatures where neg-raising can break
entailments: Mary doesn’t know that Ann sang is predicted to implicate that Mary does not falsely believe
that Ann didn’t sing, by competition with the non-weaker neg-raising alternativeMary doesn’t believe that
Ann sang. A related and—as far as I can see, correct—prediction is that the anti-presupposition of believe
should be blocked under negation: Unlike the affirmative sentenceMary believes that Ann sang, the negative
sentence Mary doesn’t believe that Ann sang does not anti-presuppose that Ann didn’t sing, because the
know-alternative is not truth-conditionally equivalent (though some recent accounts of anti-presuppositions
do not require truth-conditional equivalence; see Anvari 2018).
18 Uegaki (2015a) assumes that exhaustification only negates stronger alternatives (rather than all non-
weaker ones), but the problem arises anyway if we consider the alternative ‘Mary doesn’t knownon-fact that
Ann, Bill and Chris sang’ instead of ‘Mary doesn’t knownon-fact that Chris sang’.
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6.2 QVE sentences

Let us now turn to sentence (1b), repeated below, which I used to introduce QVE.
In Sect. 3.3.1, I showed how the WE reading of (1b) is derived, but there is obviously
more to this sentence once we consider potential exhaustifications. The structure I
proposed in (25b) provides three positions where exh could be inserted, listed in (65),
but only one of them doesn’t yield a contradiction.

(1b) John mostly knows which children sang.

(65) a. # John 1 [C AnsS which children sang] mostly 2 t1 knows exh[ f t2]

b. # John 1 [C AnsS which children sang] mostly 2 exh[t1 knows f t2]

c. exh
[
John 1 [C AnsS which children sang] [mostly 2 t1 knows f t2]

]

In (65a), exh leads to a contradiction because one cannot know twoormore different
SE answers, while mostly presupposes that there are at least two true atomic answers.
(65b) also leads to a contradiction, for a similar reason.

In (65c), there are three sources of alternatives: the scale 〈know, believe〉, deletion
of mostly (or equivalently replacement of mostly with completely), and the short an-
swer. Since I imposed no restriction on multiple replacements, this generates many
alternatives, whichmakes the derivation rather technical. To keep this section readable,
all technical details are moved to Appendix 1.

As it stands, the predicted implicature is too strong. Assuming that the threshold α

for most is strictly more than 1
2 but less than 2

3 , (65c) would convey that exactly three
children actually sang, and John knows this for two of them (see Appendix A.1 for
proof). This interpretation is obviously problematic. Intuitively, the oddness comes
from the fact that the sentence is normally used to describe John’s mental state, but
it ends up imposing a restriction on which children actually sang. We might be onto
something here, because in cases such as (66), the sentence is indeed used to convey
information about the embedded question rather than the agent’s mental state. In short,
the sentence can convey information about two independent issues: which children
actually sang, and someone’s knowledge on this topic. In practice, it’s unlikely that
we would be interested in both issues at the same time. I will show that if we focus
on only one of those two issues, we can always prune the set of alternatives to make
(1b) sensible and relevant.

(66) A: Who was at the party? All I know is that all of Mary’s friends were present.
B: Well, for the most part, you know who was at the party then.
� Not many people beyond Mary’s friends were present (and B may not
consider their identity to be particularly relevant).

First, let us consider a situation in which the answer to Which children sang?
is common ground, and the question under discussion is how much John knows.
Pruning all alternatives obtained by replacing AnsS(Q)(C) with an a below a certain
cardinality (which depends on the cardinality of the actual answer and the threshold
α for most) yields a reading equivalent to the conjunction of the prejacent (67a) and
the two implicatures (67b) and (67c) (see Appendix A.2 for proof and discussion).
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(67) a. For most children who sang, John knows that they did.

b. He has no false belief regarding children who did not sing.

c. John knows significantly less than the complete answer.

Note that (67c) is not precisely defined because it depends on which alternatives
are pruned. Due to second-order vagueness effects (Dummett 1978), it is impossible
to give an exact characterization of the optimal set of alternatives to prune; see the
Appendix for a detailed discussion.

Preuss (2001:145–155) proposed a strongly exhaustive reading for QVE sentences
which roughly corresponds to this: John knows a significant proportion of true answers
and does not have any false belief regarding false answers. She argues that this reading
is particularly salient in the following examples:

(269) a. John uncovered to a large extent who took bribes.

b. John confessed to a large extent who he had cheated in poker.

c. John found out to a large extent who had cheated on the exam.

Second,we can assume the opposite configuration: a situation inwhich it is common
ground what John knows, and the question under discussion is which children actually
sang. Of course, given the factivity of know, anything known by John must be true,
hence the context provides a lower bound on what the actual answer may be. We can
thenprune all alternatives resulting from replacing AnsS(Q)(C)with afixed individual
(the context already fixes the truth or falsity of such alternatives since John’s doxastic
state is known). Of the remaining alternatives, only those obtained by deletion of
mostly (or replacement with completely) play a role. The resulting interpretation is
simply that what John knows constitutes most but not all of the actual true answer.
If a1 is the (known) plurality of children that John knows to have sung, and a0 the
unknown actual complete answer, an utterance of (1b) therefore informs us that the
cardinality of a0 is contained in the open interval (|a1|, α−1|a1|). Again, α is taken to
be a vague threshold, so the exact upper bound may vary contextually, but in simple
words the conveyed interpretation is that the group of children who sang is larger than
what John knows, though not by much.

6.3 Cumulative readings

Sentence (2b), repeated below, was argued to be ambiguous between a distributive and
a cumulative reading. In Sect. 3, however, we only considered WE readings, which
correspond to a parse without any exh. I will now discuss the parses with exh, listed
in (68).

(2b) The teachers know which children sang.

(68) a. [The teachers] [C AnsS which children sang] �� 2 1 [t1 know exh[ f t2]]

b. [The teachers] [C AnsS which children sang] �� 2 1 exh[t1 know [ f t2]]

c. exh
[
[The teachers] [C AnsS which children sang] �� 2 1 [t1 know [ f t2]]

]

The parse (68a)with themost local exh results in a SE reading as usual, but here this
SE reading forces a distributive interpretation. Indeed, if we write R for the relation
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of SE-knowledge between a short answer and an agent, R(a)(x) presupposes the
exhaustification of f (a), which is incompatible with the exhaustification of f (b) for
any b �= a. As a consequence, given two short answers a1 and a2 and two individuals
x1 and x2, R(a1)(x1) ∧ R(a2)(x2) presupposes a1 = a2. As a result, ��R(a)(X) can
only be true if each atomic individual in X knows the SE answer associated with the
complete Karttunen-answer f (a).

(68b) returns a cumulative IE reading. Here R(a)(x) means that x knows f (a),
and that x does not believe any stronger answer. This is only possible if f (a) is the
maximal true partial answer that x knows. The readingwe obtain is that each individual
teacher knows a true partial answer and does not believe any other partial answer (in
particular, they have no false beliefs regarding non-singers), and these partial answers
add up to the actual true complete answer. In other words, the teachers cumulatively
knowwhich children sang, and none of them has any false belief regarding the children
who did not sing (some of them may however falsely believe that some singers did
not sing).

For (68c), let me assume that the DP the teachers does not contribute any alterna-
tives. Because of the cumulation operator, most entailments are broken. For instance,
if teacher x knows f (a), y knows f (b), and z knows f (c), then x ⊕ y ⊕ z is in
the cumulative know- f relation with a ⊕ b ⊕ c but not with a ⊕ b (since z does not
know any atom of a ⊕ b). As a consequence, none of the alternatives obtained by re-
placement of the complete answer is Strawson-entailed by the prejacent, and all these
alternatives are independent from each other. Excluding all but one gives a satisfiable
exhaustified reading, while excluding all of them leads to a contradiction (the teachers
would know nothing at all). The result is that no alternative is innocently excludable
and exh is vacuous in this parse. With adequate pruning, we could retrieve the reading
corresponding to (68b).

(2b) can also receive distributive readings. We have already seen that local exhaus-
tification leads to a distributive SE reading even in the presence of the ��-operator.
Using a distributive operator, we could derive a distributive IE reading (each teacher
has complete IE knowledge), which entails the cumulative IE reading.

To summarize, we predict a WE and an IE cumulative reading, andWE, IE, and SE
distributive readings. Of course, pragmatics should play an important role in selecting
the appropriate reading. I did not discuss the effect of homogeneity, which does not
affect the truth conditions of (2b) but imposes stronger falsity conditions. Itwouldmake
its negation (69) stronger. As it turns out, (69) would always convey that no teacher has
knowledge regarding any child. This is the case under a cumulative reading because
of homogeneity effects on the question (no answer is cumulatively believed by the
teachers), but also under a distributive reading, even if we assume the distributive
operator to take scope under negation (in this case, we need to take into account
homogeneity effects on both the question and the definite plural). For a more detailed
discussion of cumulative relations and homogeneity, see Križ (2015a, Sect. 2.4.1).

(69) The teachers don’t know which children sang.
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6.4 Primary implicatures

Grammatical theories of implicatures such as Fox (2007) usually assume that pri-
mary implicatures (ignorance inferences) are derived independently from secondary
implicatures, which are the result of exh (though see Meyer 2013 for a more radical
grammatical approach). It would be natural to assume that the alternatives I introduced
for the derivation of stronger readings also participate in primary implicatures. The
main effect of this would be to make the sentences odd in situations which only sat-
isfy the WE reading; if the speaker knows that Mary falsely believes that all children
sang, asserting that Mary knows who sang would be a blatant violation of the primary
implicatures. Rather, we predict that a good situation to detect WE readings would be
one in which the speaker (a) knows that Mary knows that all child singers sang and
(b) does not believe that Mary falsely believes that any other child sang. Note that
(b) is weaker than the secondary implicature involved in the IE reading, because the
speaker need not be sure that Mary has no false beliefs.

7 Lexical restrictors: motivation and characterization

7.1 Lahiri’s (2002) arguments

Most veridical responsive verbs happen to be factive, and conversely, all factive verbs
that embed questions are veridical responsive. This led Berman (1991) and Lahiri
(1991) to assume that the domain of quantification for QVE is obtained by accommo-
dation of the presuppositions of the verb. Following Lahiri (2002), I departed from
this view and assumed that the domain of quantification is determined by a contextual
restrictor, the value of which is fixed by the embedding verb. It must therefore be
encoded somewhere in the lexical entry of the verb, but may differ from the verb’s
presuppositions.

One argument of Lahiri (2002) against the presupposition accommodation solu-
tion was the controversial status of so-called intermediate accommodation at the time
he was writing (see Beaver 1995). Lahiri’s second argument came from communica-
tion verbs such as tell or predict. These verbs are neither factive nor veridical when
embedding propositions, but are usually veridical when embedding a question. This
suggests that the restriction they impose on answers when they embed questions does
not correspond to a presupposition.

Regarding the first argument, recent literature on presupposition seems to have
reached a consensus in favor of the availability of amechanism of intermediate accom-
modation (Geurts and van der Sandt 1999; Singh 2008, 2009). Furthermore, Spector
and Egré (2015) provide arguments against the idea that communication verbs are
veridical when embedding questions but not factive. In short, new data suggest that
the two arguments provided by Lahiri (2002) against the intermediate accommoda-
tion solution are not valid. Since intermediate accommodation seemsmore natural and
much less stipulative than the idea of a contextual restrictor, the value of which must
be encoded in each embedding verb, it should be preferred. Nevertheless, I will present
new arguments suggesting that restriction based on intermediate accommodation does
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not work. The crucial observation is that factive verbs such as forget or discover have
stronger presuppositions than know, and yet these stronger presuppositions project
when these verbs embed questions instead of further restricting the set of answers.
As a consequence, I will stick to Lahiri’s (2002) lexical restrictors. I will now look
at forget in greater detail, before turning to communication verbs in Sect. 7.3 and be
certain in Sect. 7.4.

One issue I will leave aside for the moment is how exactly the verb determines the
value of the restrictor. This is somewhat tricky as I will need to argue that for some
verbs C depends not only on the verb but also on its subject.

7.2 Complex factive verbs: the case of forget

For concreteness I will focus on the verb forget, as in sentence (70), although the point
against intermediate accommodation can also be made with other complex factive
verbs such as discover, find out, or remember. Forget happens to be of particular
interest because itwas among the counter-examples to reducibility presented inGeorge
(2013). I will show that the observations of George are in fact additional evidence for
homogeneity effects.

(70) Sue forgot which children sang.

The most natural entry for ‘forget that p’, given informally in (71a), introduces two
presuppositions (factivity and past knowledge) and asserts that the agent no longer
knows p. In this sense, ‘forget p’ is equivalent to ‘stop knowing p’. According to the
presupposition accommodation approach, (70) should thus receive the truth conditions
in (71b), which are clearly too weak. (71c) looks like a much better paraphrase of (70).
Oneway tomaintain the presupposition accommodation approachwouldbe to attribute
different status to the two presuppositions of forget, so that only factivity would play
a role in accommodating the restrictor.19

(71) a. Sue forgot p: p and Sue used to know p, Sue does not know p (anymore).

b. # For each child x who sang and for which Sue knew that x sang, Sue
forgot that x sang.

c. For each child x who sang, Sue knew that x sang and Sue forgot that x
sang.

In the lexical restrictor approach, we can postulate that the restrictor is the same
as know, that is, the simplest conceivable veridical restrictor. This makes the factivity

19 Such an analysis is sketched in Theiler et al. (2016) and Uegaki (2015b), following a suggestion of
Theiler (2014), although none of them apply it to factive verbs beyond know and emotive-factives. The idea
is to derive the factivity of declarative entries from the presence of an operator which is responsible for the
veridicality of the corresponding question-embedding predicates. Therefore, the factivity presupposition
is not hard-coded in the semantics of the verb, but comes as a by-product of the verb being extensional,
in Groenendijk and Stokhof’s (1984) sense. Other presuppositions, such as the ‘knowledge in the past’
presupposition of forget, would remain purely lexical and would not play any role in the restriction of the
question. This approach seems promising for complex factives, but it seems difficult to extend to non-factive
responsive predicates. As we will see, the restrictors for verbs like be certain or agree seem arbitrary and
would, if anything, correspond to lexical presuppositions of these verbs.
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presupposition trivially satisfied, while the “past knowledge” presupposition remains
non-trivial. Indeed, some propositions in the restrictor may satisfy the factive presup-
position but not the “past knowledge” presupposition. If we want to be more specific,
we need to postulate how homogeneity and presuppositions interact. Non-maximality
may allow for some exceptions and in particular presupposition failure for a few
atoms, but for simplicity I will assume universal projection for distributive predicates,
as defined in (72).

(72) If a distributive predicate λx .Pρ(x) with presupposition λx .ρ(x) applies to a
plurality X , Pρ(X) presupposes that each atom of X satisfies ρ.

We now have everything in hand to apply the general theory to the sentence (70).
The four parses in (73) are possible.

(73) a. Sue 1 [C AnsS which children sang] 2 [t1 forgot [ f t2]]
Sue used to know which children sang (weakly), and for each child who
sang, Sue forgot that they sang.

b. Sue 1 [C AnsS which children sang] 2 [t1 forgot exh[ f t2]]
Sue used to know which children sang (strongly), and for at least one
child, Sue forgot whether they sang.

c. Sue 1 [C AnsS which children sang] 2 exh
[
t1 forgot [ f t2]

]

exh is vacuous, result equivalent to (a)

d. exh
[
Sue 1 [C AnsS which children sang] 2 [t1 forgot [ f t2]]

]

exh is again vacuous, result equivalent to (a)

As usual in the absence of an exh operator, (73a) yields a WE reading. However,
homogeneity ensures that Sue had exhaustive knowledge in the past and has exhaustive
oblivion in the present. George (2013) noticed that these truth conditions cannot be
reduced to anything of the form ‘Sue forgot that p’, where p is a classical proposition.
Yet we see that this reading can be derived from the usual denotation for declarative-
embedding forget once homogeneity is taken into account, because the answer p =
f (y) to a question is typically a trivalent proposition when y is not atomic (as pointed
out by Križ 2015b). In the end, this example does not challenge reducibility.

In (73b), local exhaustification leads to a stronger presupposition: Sue must have
knownwhich children sang in an SE sense. As discussed in Sect. 6.1, a natural assump-
tion for how exhaustification interacts with trivalent prejacents would be to treat exh
as a homogeneity remover. Together with the fact that forget is Strawson-downward-
entailing, this makes the assertion very weak (there is at least one child such that Sue
forgot whether she sang). Again, theories of exhaustification normally block exh-
insertion in Strawson-downward-entailing environments (Chierchia 2004; Chierchia
et al. 2012). The availability of this very weak reading is essentially an empirical
question.

In (73c), the only alternatives are contributed by the trace of the short answer. Since
the verb forget does not contribute any alternatives (and in particular, no non-factive
alternatives), it is subject to generalization (61): matrix exhaustification does not yield
a FAS reading. Since forget is Strawson-downward-entailing, we could expect non-
trivial implicatures from alternatives corresponding to i-parts of the actual answer.
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Nevertheless, homogeneity kicks in and these alternatives end up being entailed by
the prejacent: when its presuppositions are satisfied, �forget�(p)(s) is true if there
is a world w′ in Doxs such that p(w′) = 0. If a 
 b, f (a) = 0 → f (b) =
0, so forgetting a short answer entails forgetting all the weaker short answers. To
sum up, the stronger alternatives which could contribute implicatures are necessarily
presupposition failures in the world of evaluation (hence their implicatures are trivially
satisfied), and all alternatives which would not be presupposition failures are entailed,
hence not excludable.

In (73d), exh is equally vacuous because all alternatives are Strawson-entailed: if
d is a child who sang in w and Sue forgot the answer to the question in w, it follows
(by homogeneity) that Sue forgot that d sang.

To summarize, we wanted to derive the presupposition that Sue used to knowwhich
children sang for sentence (70).With intermediate accommodation, the sentencewould
have no presupposition and very weak truth conditions (roughly: Sue forgot what she
used to know,whatever thiswas).Forget and other complex factive verbs thus provide a
strong new argument against intermediate accommodation as the source of the domain
of quantification for QVE. Along the way, we saw that matrix exhaustification is
vacuous for (70), and that this sentence does not pose much threat to the reducibility
hypothesis once homogeneity is taken into account.

7.3 Communication verbs

Communication verbs have long been considered to be veridical when embedding
questions, and this was surprising given that they are not factive when embedding
declarative complements. Spector and Egré (2015) recently proposed that they are
ambiguous between a veridical and a non-veridical reading when embedding ques-
tions, and between a factive and a non-factive reading when embedding declaratives.
The latter is supported by data from Schlenker (2007), repeated in (74). From (74a) we
infer that Sue is indeed pregnant, and this inference projects out of negation or ques-
tions, a projection pattern typical of presuppositions. In support of the former point,
Spector and Egré (2015) provide examples such as (75). Furthermore, they argue
that the veridical readings correspond exactly to the factive entries of communication
verbs and they provide data from Hungarian supporting this view; Hungarian marks
the distinction between factive and non-factive tell morphologically, and Spector and
Egré show that questions embedded under the factive entry of tell always give rise to
a veridical interpretation.

(74) a. Sue told someone that she is pregnant.

b. Sue didn’t tell anyone that she is pregnant.

c. Did Sue tell anyone that she is pregnant?

(75) Every day, themeteorologists tell the populationwhere itwill rain the following
day, but they are often wrong.

Given these new data, I will follow Spector and Egré (2015) in assuming that tell
and other communication verbs come with two lexical entries: a factive/veridical one
and a non-factive/non-veridical one. The factive/veridical entry is easily accounted for
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if we assume that its restrictor is the usual C = λp.p(w0), which yields the veridical
reading in (76a). The non-veridical entry requires a bit more work.

(76) John told me which children sang.

a. For each child x who sang, John told me that x sang.
= John told me the true complete answer to Q

b. For each child x such that John believes that x sang, John told me that x
sang.
= John told me what he believes to be the complete answer to Q

Spector and Egré’s (2015) lexical rule involves existential quantification, hence the
non-veridical reading they derive for (76) is simply ‘John told me some answer to
Q’, without any restriction on what that answer may be (most of the recent proposals
make the same prediction for non-veridical predicates). The AnsS operator requires a
restrictor as its second argument, but one could imagine picking the trivial restrictor
consisting of all possible propositions. My theory, by contrast, is based on universal
quantification, so less restriction would lead to a stronger reading. Indeed, the trivial
restrictor would predict the meaning of (76) to be ‘John told me that every child
sang’, which is clearly wrong. Non-veridical entries require a non-trivial restrictor as
well, and a reasonable option for non-veridical tell and other communication verbs
is to use the set of propositions that John believes: C = λp.Bj (p). This yields the
reading (76b). Assuming that this restrictor is shared by all communication verbs,
we derive an interesting prediction. When used non-veridically, communication verbs
should at least receive an “honest” reading when they embed questions: the agent is
communicating what she takes to be the true answer to the question. This prediction
is supported by the fact that communication verbs which convey some degree of
dishonesty do not seem to do well with questions, as exemplified by (77) and the
French examples (78) and (79).20

(77) a. John insinuated that Mary cheated on the exam.

b. * John insinuated who cheated on the exam.

(78) a. Jean
Jean

prétend
claims

que
that

Marie
Marie

a triché.
cheated

b. * Jean
Jean

prétend
claims

qui
who

a triché.
cheated

(79) a. Jean
Jean

insinue
insinuates

que
that

Marie
Marie

a triché.
cheated

b. * Jean
Jean

insinue
insinuates

qui
who

a triché.
cheated

20 An anonymous reviewer points out that John lied about who cheated seems fine. To begin with, note that
lie is intransitive for most speakers, and John lied that Mary cheated on the exam is deviant. If it embedded
questions, lie would therefore not be responsive. I think that this example falls under what Rawlins (2013)
calls the “overproductivity of ‘about’”. About allows interrogative complements to be embedded under
verbs which do not normally accept them (e.g., think about who cheated).
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Finally, another notable implication of the idea that the default non-veridical restric-
tor is the set of propositions believed by the agent would be the existence of systematic
tautologies for questions embedded under believe.While this is an interesting newway
to look at why believe does not embed questions, recent proposals elaborating on Zu-
ber’s (1982) idea that this property stems from the neg-raising behavior of believe
seem far more promising (see Theiler et al. 2017 and Mayr 2017).

7.4 Be certain

As with communication verbs, a non-trivial lexical restrictor must be postulated for
be certain. Lahiri (2002) proposes the restrictor in (80), consisting of all propositions
that the agent considers possible.

(80) �x is certain that p� = λw.Doxw
x ⊆ p

Cx = λpst .∃w ∈ Doxw0
x : p(w) (‘x considers it possible that p’)

This restrictor is not necessarily closed under conjunction, and this would lead my
theory to predict occasional presupposition failures when the restrictor is fed to the
AnsS operator. Let us look at a concrete scenario illustrating this. Imagine that Sue
considers it possible that Ann sang and that Bill sang, but she is sure that they did not
both sing. The set of answers which satisfy Lahiri’s C is simply { f (a), f (b)}, which
notably excludes f (a ⊕ b) and thus lacks a maximal element. This would lead to a
presupposition failure when computing AnsS(Q)(C); and yet, in such a situation, (81)
is intuitively plain false since its negation (82) is clearly true.21

(81) Sue is certain about which children sang.

(82) Sue isn’t certain (about) which children sang.

A simple solution is to assume that the restrictor is the closure under conjunction
of Lahiri’s restrictor. In the scenario under discussion, this makes a ⊕ b the output of
AnsS , even though Sue considers this short answer impossible. If Sue considers that
a could have sung, b could have sung, and a ⊕ b couldn’t, she cannot be certain that
a sang, nor be certain that b sang. Therefore, (81) is predicted to be clearly false (Sue
isn’t certain of any of the atomic parts of AnsS(Q)(C)), and (82) is correctly predicted
to be clearly true.

Local exhaustification of (81) is vacuous. (81) already conveys that Sue is certain
about all the answers she considers possible. By contrapositive, if she isn’t certain that
p, it must be that she doesn’t consider p possible (i.e., she is certain that¬p). In other
words, the WE reading of (81) is already equivalent to its SE reading.

As it stands, global exhaustification of (81) would lead to the odd implicature that
Sue considers it impossible that more than one child sang. Indeed, all alternatives are
independent of the prejacent, and only those about an atomic child are not excludable,
because they would contradict the presupposition of the question (see Uegaki 2018 for

21 I am ignoring possible subtleties regarding the role of about here, which ismandatory in (81) but not (82).
See Rawlins (2013) and Mayr (2017) for discussion. Unlike verbs which cannot embed questions without
the mediation of about, such as think and lie discussed in footnote 20, be certain doesn’t always require
about, and when it is optional it does not seem to affect the meaning of this predicate.
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a discussion of this presupposition). This is easily fixed if we assume being certain that
p to presuppose considering p possible (this seems to be correct given the behavior
of be certain under negation or in questions). Then all alternatives become Strawson-
entailed, and no implicature is derived.

Global exhaustification of (82) is also vacuous: as in previous cases, homogeneity
ensures that Strawson-entailment is maintained under negation.

Local exhaustification of (82) is not vacuous and yields a rather weak reading:
namely, that there is at least one child d such that Sue thinks that d possibly sang and
possibly didn’t sing (again, I take exh to be a homogeneity remover). As discussed pre-
viously, the availability of local exhaustification in downward-entailing environments
is debated, and the availability of this reading is not warranted.

7.5 Conclusion

Assuming that each responsive predicate comes with a lexically specified restrictor
just for the purpose of question embedding sounds like a superfluous fancy. However,
when we look at a wider range of responsive predicates than the few usually studied
in the literature, it does turn out impossible to simply use presuppositions as a way
to restrict the set of answers. In particular, such an approach would predict that the
presuppositions a verb has when embedding declarative complements systematically
disappear when it embeds questions, contrary to the facts: Sue forgot who sang does
presuppose that she used to know who sang. An additional benefit of using lexical
restrictors is to allow stronger truth conditions for non-veridical predicates, in com-
parison to the existential meaning usually assumed in the literature. In particular, Sue
told me who sang requires a bit more than Sue mentioning a random potential singer,
even under a non-veridical interpretation. I have assumed that this sentence is true
only if Sue utters what she believes to be the complete answer.

8 Handlingmore complex cases

Wesaw that the theorymakes correct predictions inmost cases and provides a reducible
solution to George’s (2013) challenge regarding forget. In this section, I will show that
two cases which have been argued to be problematic for exhaustification-based the-
ories can, under reasonable assumptions, be accounted for. First, I will discuss the
case of surprise, which has received considerable attention but still poses a number of
specific challenges for the present theory. Second, I will address an issue with ques-
tions embedded in quantified sentences, which has been around since Klinedinst and
Rothschild (2011). I will argue that the problem has nothing to do with questions and
comes from an over-simplistic view of the mechanisms involved in the computation
of implicatures.

The verb agree also comes with a number of challenges, but these would take us too
far from the focus of this paper. An in-depth discussion can be found in Appendix B,
where I go back to Lahiri’s (2002) discussion of agree and propose a new analysis
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in light of recent experimental data by Chemla and George (2016) as well as new
introspective data on disagree.

8.1 Surprise

Several aspects of the behavior of questions embedded under surprise, as in (83), do
not seem to be immediately captured by my theory. Nevertheless, I will show that
under closer scrutiny facts that may seem problematic at first are either predicted or
can be accommodated under standard assumptions.

(83) It surprised Chris which children sang.

First, (83) does not seem to give rise to homogeneity effects. Indeed, it seems
sufficient that one specific child singing surprised Chris for (83) to be true, whereas
distributivity and homogeneity would predict that the sentence is true only when Chris
expected none of the children who did sing to sing (similar to what I correctly predict
for forget). Thismay not be a problem though, because surprisemay not be distributive
to begin with (Lahiri 2002; Sharvit 2002, 2004). Indeed, the entailments in (84) do
not hold, as becomes evident when one considers a scenario in which Peter does not
take John’s and Mary’s respective presence at the party to be independent events.

(84) It surprised Peter that John and Mary came to the party.
� It surprised Peter that John came to the party
� It surprised Peter that Mary came to the party

For instance, if John and Mary have a baby together, Peter may expect that at least
one of them will have to stay home, without specific expectations as to which of them
will. In this case, he has no specific expectation regarding either Mary’s coming to the
party or Peter’s, but he has a strong expectation that they won’t show up together.

Non-distributive denotations have been proposed by Villalta (2008), Romero
(2015), and Uegaki (2015a), among others. Križ (2015a, Sect. 2.2.2) discusses how
non-distributive predicates (in particular collective predicates) can be accounted for
in a theory of homogeneity, but I won’t get into the details here. For concreteness,
I will adopt a degree semantics for surprise inspired by Villalta (2008) and Romero
(2015). This semantics relies on the idea that surprise is focus-sensitive, which can be
modelled with Rooth’s (1992) squiggle operator ‘∼’ and a variable 
 (distinct from
the lexical restrictor C), as in (85), which receives the denotation in (86).

(85) S1 = [[[that ϕ]∼ 
] surprise
 Chris]
�[[that ϕ]∼ 
]� = p ∈ 
 ⊆ �ϕ� f : p with p = �ϕ�

(86) �S1�w0 = p ∈ 
 ⊆ �ϕ� f ∧ p(w0) ∧ Doxw0
c ⊆ p : μc,w0(p) ≥ θ


where μc,w0(p) is the degree to which the p was unexpected for Chris in w0

(86) presupposes that ϕ is true and known by Chris in the world of evaluation, and
that the variable 
 is a subset of the focus value of ϕ which contains the ordinary
semantic value of ϕ. It asserts that ϕ was unexpected for Chris compared to other
elements in 
.
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Interrogative complements undergo IR as usual, leaving only a trace as the com-
plement of surprise. The comparison class is necessarily a set of answers (as argued
in Romero 2015):

(87) S2 = [C AnsS Q] 1 [[[ f t1]∼ 
] surprise
 Chris]

(88) �S2�w0 = f (a0) ∈ 
 ⊆ range( f ) ∧ Doxw0
c ⊆ f (a0) : μc,w0( f (a0)) ≥ θ


where a0 = AnsS(Q)(Cw0) and Cw0 is the usual veridical restrictor

Although surprise does not give rise to homogeneity, it does allow quantificational
variability effects, as illustrated in (89) below.

(89) For the most part, it surprised Chris which children sang.
� For most children who sang, Chris was surprised that they did.

Nothing in my account states that a verb must be distributive to allow QVE, and
we can account for this sentence straightforwardly by assuming the structure in (90).

(90) [C AnsS Q] mostly 1 [[[ f t1]∼ 
] surprise
 Chris]

Crucially, 
 can contain false answers, so (90) conveys that most atomic true answers
are surprising in comparison to the whole set of possible answers (not just other true
answers, which would probably be a contradiction).

Finally, let us look at possible exhaustifications of (83), listed in (91).

(91) a. [C AnsS Q] 1 [[exh[ f t1]∼ 
] surprise
 Chris]

b. [C AnsS Q] 1 [exh[[ f t1]∼ 
] surprise
 Chris]

c. [C AnsS Q] 1 exh
[
[[ f t1]∼ 
] surprise
 Chris

]

d. exh
[
[C AnsS Q] 1 [[[ f t1]∼ 
] surprise
 Chris]

]

Romero (2015) argues that (91a) results in a presupposition failure, because the
exhaustified answer is not a member of the comparison class
. However, this depends
on how exh projects focus alternatives. We could imagine that it projects a set of
exhaustified alternatives, for instance. We could also imagine that exh applies above
the squiggle operator, thereby not interfering with its presupposition (in which case
we would assume that both exh and surprise can access the variable 
). Data from
Cremers and Chemla (2017) suggest that SE readings are possible for surprise, so at
least one of (91a) and (91b) should be possible.

Turning to (91c), we need tomake some assumptions on how the variable
 behaves
under quantification. The simplest assumption would be that 
 remains fixed and
does not covary with the bound variable. If 
 = range( f ), the result is a very strong
reading: Chris is surprised at the particular combination of childrenwho sang, but there
is no subgroup of children whose singing clearly surprises him.22 This interpretation

22 Proof:Unlike forget, surprise does not make the inference in (i) valid. By contrapositive, we can deny It
surprised Chris that Ann sang and It surprised Chris that Bill sang without denying It surprised Chris that
Ann and Bill sang (if we see degrees of unexpectedness in terms of probabilities, this is simply a correlate
of the fact that a conjunction can be less likely than each of its conjuncts). Therefore, all alternatives built
on answers which are proper subparts of the actual answer could be negated.

(i) It surprised Chris that Ann and Bill sang.
� It surprised Chris that Ann sang or it surprised Chris that Bill sang.
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may be possible in some very specific situations (e.g., the couple with a baby), but
in general it seems too strong. One particular issue is that as a gradable predicate
surprise is clearly vague, since there does not seem to be any obvious threshold for
a proposition to count as “surprising” (even with full knowledge of the comparison
class). (91c) would convey that the complete answer was just above the threshold of
unexpectedness, but sincewe don’t know precisely where this threshold is, this doesn’t
tell us much. Leffel et al. (2018) investigated the interaction between vagueness and
implicatures and argue that in such configurations the implicature is typically blocked.
Here this would mean that alternatives that are “too close” to the complete answer are
pruned. The more alternatives are pruned, the weaker the implicature, i.e., the more
unexpected the complete answer may be.

Let us concludewithmatrix exhaustification, as in (91d). A consequence of the non-
distributivity of surprise is that no alternative is Strawson-entailed. Without further
restrictions on the context, we can show that no alternative is innocently excludable.23

Here, pruning alternatives would lead to the implicature that none of the remaining
alternatives is the complete answer, and if one of them is a part of the complete
answer, then Chris is not surprised by it. In particular, pruning only the alternative
corresponding to the complete answer (assuming it is known) results in the same
interpretation as (91c).

8.2 Quantificational subjects

In all the examples I have treated so far, the subject of the sentence was a proper
noun or a definite plural. K&R note that their theory makes too strong predictions for
sentences like (92) if exh is allowed to apply globally, and there is no reasonmy theory
wouldn’t inherit this prediction. In particular, they predict an (unattested) implicature
that no child made any false prediction.

(92) exh[At least one child predicted who sang]
⇒ For any false answer p, it is not the case that at least one child predicted p
⇒ No child made any false prediction regarding who sang

K&R propose that the scope of exh is limited to the VP level, thus preventing it
from interacting with quantificational subjects. Of course, this would mean that the
exhaustification operator responsible for the strong readings of questions is different
from the operator responsible for scalar implicatures. If this were the case, it would
be a formal argument against the exhaustification approach (see Xiang 2015 for a
development of this argument).

23 Proof: First let us note that not all alternatives can be excluded together, as this would lead to a pre-
supposition failure. Let a ∈ De , possibly non-atomic. Let Ea = �(83)� f \ {ϕa} where ϕa denotes the
proposition that Peter was surprised that a sang. Ea is a set of excludable alternatives because we can find
a world in which Peter is surprised at the combination a without being surprised by any combination of
parts of a singing (think about the couple-with-baby situation, but with an arbitrary plurality instead of a
couple), and in which no one beyond a sang (making other alternatives, including those Strawson-entailed
by ϕa , presupposition failures). Ea is also maximal, since the only alternative that could be added is ϕa
and this would make the prejacent a presupposition failure. By definition, the set of innocently excludable
alternatives is the intersection of all such maximal sets, but

⋂
a∈De

Ea = �(83)� f \ ⋃
a∈De

{ϕa} = ∅.
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However, their analysis of (92) may be over-simplistic. The quantifier at least
one presumably generates its own alternatives, and it has in fact received quite a lot
of attention in the literature on so-called modified numerals (following Geurts and
Nouwen 2007). In fact, in light of recent work on modified numerals, the predicted
implicature should be weaker than what K&R assume. For example, Coppock et al.
(2016)would predict that the implicature ofAt least one student talked to fiveprofessors
is ‘The speaker does not believe that more than one student talked to six or more
professors, or if she believes that one did, then she only knows a lower bound to the
number of professors that this student talked to’.24 Without going into further detail—
(92) is far more complex than the examples usually discussed in current theories of
modified numerals—it seems hard to tellwhat the predicted implicatures of (92) should
be and whether they really challenge the theory.

Instead of trying to derive what the implicatures are for quantified sentences with
embedded questions, a more theory-neutral approach could simply compare them to
similar sentences involving known implicature triggers. My prediction is that they
should generate similar implicatures, independently of the theory we adopt to derive
them. If one looks at the few examples in (94) and (95), there do not seem to be any
obvious discrepancies.

(93) Context: Each child received a bag with jelly beans of various colors.

(94) a. At least one child ate the [blue]F jelly beans.
�� No child ate any jelly beans of any other color

b. No child ate the [blue]F jelly beans.
?� For each other color, at least one child ate jelly beans of this color
?� For at least one other color, at least one child ate jelly beans of this color

c. Every child ate the [blue]F jelly beans.
� For each other color, at least one child didn’t eat jelly beans of this color
?� For each other color, no child ate jelly beans of this color

(95) a. At least one child predicted who sang. [repeated from (92)]
�� No child made any false prediction

b. No child predicted who sang.
?� For each x who did not sing, at least one child predicted that x sang

24 Proof: Consider the alternative ψ1,6 = ‘At least one student talked to six professors’, which is more
informative than the assertion. The speaker could have uttered ψ1,6 if she knew that at least one student
talked to six or more professors and if she didn’t knowwhether there was one such student or more than one.
The primary implicature derived by their system is thus the following disjunction: either the speaker does not
believe that ψ1,6 is true or she knows whether only one student or at least two students talked to more than
six professors. If the latter, she would not have been able to sincerely assert the prejacent (she would have
known that more than one student talked to at least five professors). Thus, either she does not know whether
any student talked to six or more professors or she knows that only one did. Alternatives of the form ψ1,n
with n ≥ 7 give rise to similar disjunctive primary implicatures. If we write αn for the set of states which
do not support !ψ1,n and βn for those which support ‘Exactly one student talked to n or more professors’,
we can observe the following: αn ⊆ αn+1 and βn+1 ⊆ βn (the latter is true only because we restrict our
set to states that satisfy sincere(φ)). We can show that

⋂
n≥6(αn ∪ βn) = α6 ∪ ⋃

n≥6(αn+1 ∩ βn). This
can be paraphrased with the following disjunction: either the speaker doesn’t know whether any students
talked to more than five students (α6) or she knows that exactly one student talked to at least n professors
for some n ≥ 6 and doesn’t know whether this student talked to more than n professors.
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c. Every child predicted who sang.
� For each x who did not sing, at least one child didn’t predict that x sang
?� For each x who did not sing, no child predicted that x sang

In particular, it seems clear that (94a) also lacks the implicature one would derive
by considering only the alternatives of the adjective blue, thus suggesting that the
issue with (92/95a) is more likely a general puzzle for the theory of implicatures than
some unexplained restriction on the scope of exh for embedded questions. Testing the
implicatures of these sentences seems to be an important step towards an experimental
validation of my theory (and exhaustification-based theories of embedded questions
more generally).

9 Conclusion

Following previous literature, I proposed a treatment of embedded questions as definite
descriptions of their answers, in order to account for plurality effects. This idea had
originally been proposed to account for the uniqueness presupposition of singular
questions and multiple wh-questions (Dayal 1996; Fox 2012) and was later shown to
be important for accounts of plurality effects (Lahiri 2002;Gajewski 2005). However, I
diverged frommost of this literature and, following Xiang (2016), adopted a categorial
approach, in which what is described is a short answer instead of a propositional
answer.

I showed that such a theory can be complemented with a module that derives false-
answer sensitive readings through exhaustification. This extension turns out to be very
powerful, in that, starting from very general hypotheses, it makes correct predictions
for a wide range of sentences and accounts for phenomena for which an ad hoc expla-
nation had to be postulated so far (e.g., intermediate QVE readings, non-reducibility
of forget, agent ignorance of negated know-wh). The theory also has the advantage
of being supported by psycholinguistic data on questions embedded under know. In
particular, it explains why young children seem to prefer a WE reading and why the
most prominent reading for adults is the IE reading, which corresponds to regular
matrix exhaustification, whereas the SE reading, in this framework, is derived through
local exhaustification, the availability of which is presumably more constrained.

There is a strong intuition, even among proponents of the exhaustification approach
to embeddedquestions, that theexh operating onquestions is distinct from the operator
responsible for other implicatures (in particular, scalar implicatures). Xiang (2015)
argues against the exhaustification approach by pointing to cases where the behavior
of the no-false-beliefs inference differs from run-of-the-mill scalar implicatures. In
particular, the no-false-beliefs inference is harder to cancel: it persists in downward
entailing environments, and it does not seem to be computed above matrix negation.
I showed how a careful account of the neg-raising properties of believe and of the
projection of homogeneity through exh solves issues related to negative sentences, and
that the issue with quantified sentences has more to do with the theory of implicatures
than with embedded questions specifically. Regarding the other issues, I would like to
point out that exact readings of numerals share most of the properties that distinguish
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strengthened readings of embedded questions from the usual scalar implicatures: they
are hard to cancel and easy to embed (even in downward entailing environments).
Yet they are often analyzed in an exhaustification-based theory (see Spector 2013).
We could thus imagine that the different properties we discussed are correlates of one
underlying property (e.g., easily accessible alternatives) but do not necessarily reflect
the presence of distinct operators. Variation along this dimension would explain the
difference with scalar triggers like some, just as some underlying properties of scales
may explain the differences observed by van Tiel et al. (2016).25

It will be hard to settle this debate without quantitative data (for instance, on cor-
relations between the derivation of implicatures, strengthened readings of questions,
and exact readings of numerals). This may be an interesting topic for future research
on the psycholinguistics of embedded questions. What I have tried to show here is
that an exhaustification-based approach is perfectly compatible with the data currently
available and offers clear advantages when it comes to complex sentences which, for
alternative theories, usually require a lot of ad hoc hypotheses.

To conclude, I would like to mention a few topics I have not addressed in this pa-
per. First, I only looked at responsive predicates and ignored rogative predicates like
wonder entirely. Beck and Sharvit (2002) suggest that these predicates also give rise
to QVE and possibly other plurality effects. Given the importance of the Ans operator
in my theory, I cannot account for any plurality effect with rogative predicates. This
brings us to another issue I have only skimmed over: that of selectional restrictions. I
briefly mentioned a hypothetical reason why believe and some communication verbs
do not embed questions, but one could also wonder why rogative predicates do not
embed declarative complements, or why emotive-factives such as surprise do not em-
bed whether-questions. The theory presented in this paper offers little insight into this
question, but recent work by Mayr (2017) builds on Klinedinst and Rothschild (2011)
and Gajewski’s (2005) theory of neg-raising to offer a new explanation within an
exhaustification-based approach to exhaustivity. Finally, Phillips and George (2018)
show that mention-some questions such as Where can I get gas? are also sensitive to
false beliefs. Accounting for mention-some questions would require relatively impor-
tant changes in Sect. 3 (see Xiang 2016 and Fox 2018 for recent accounts), but there is
good hope that applying the exhaustification procedure described in Sect. 5 to the de-
notations generated by a proper account ofmention-somewould yield a no-false-belief
reading.
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Appendix: Global-FAS reading of QV sentences

This section contains proofs of results discussed in Sect. 6.2 for the global exhaustifi-
cation of the simple QVE sentence (1b), repeated below, with the assumed parse (65c).

(1b) John mostly knows which children sang.

(65c) exh
[
John 1 [C AnsS which children sang] [mostly 2 t1 knows f t2]

]

I first show howkeeping all alternatives yields a very peculiar interpretation, usually
too strong. I then show how pruning a certain set of alternatives can yield a more
suitable interpretation. The proof is for a standard wh-question with a distributive
upward-entailing predicate.

A.1 With all alternatives

As discussed in the main text, there are three sources of alternatives for (65c): the scale
〈know, believe〉, deletion of mostly (or equivalently replacement of mostly with com-
pletely), and the short answer. Keeping the short answer as is, we have four alternatives,
and those without mostly are innocently excludable and give us the implicature that
John doesn’t know the complete answer (only most of it). I assume that the threshold
for mostly is more than 1

2 , but less than
2
3 . The lower bound seem uncontroversial.

Adopting a higher upper bound would only increase the implicated upper bound on
the number of actual singers.

Alternatives involving replacement of the short answer can be ordered by their
cardinality. Those with an atomic child (cardinality 1) are not innocently excludable,
because excluding them all would contradict the prejacent (John would not know
anything). Alternatives involving a pair of children (cardinality 2) are not innocently
excludable either, since that would mean that John only believes that one child sang.
This is in contradiction with the prejacent which presupposes that (a) there are at least
two children who sang and (b) John knows of a majority of these at least two children
that they sang. Assuming that α > 1

2 , this means that he knows of at least two children
that they sang. For a similar reason, the alternatives with a triplet of children and the
adverb mostly cannot all be excluded, as that would entail that John knows about at
most one child (if he knew about two, then he would know about most of any triplet
containing these two).

By contrast, alternatives with a triplet of children (cardinality 3) but withoutmostly
and all alternatives with cardinality 4 or more are innocently excludable since they can
all be excluded together with the “completely knows” alternative without making the
prejacent unsatisfiable. Indeed, assuming there are three children who actually sang
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and John only knows about two of them, the prejacent is true (since α < 2
3 ), and none

of the mentioned alternatives is satisfied.
In the end, without any restriction on the set of alternatives, (65c) conveys (a) that

exactly three children sang and (b) that John only knows about two of them.

A.2 Pruning alternatives up to a certain cardinality

Here we work under the assumption that the actual true answer to the questionWhich
children sang? is known and common ground. Let us write a0 for the plurality of
children who did sing and n0 = |a0|. Let β be a number between α and 1 (strictly).
I will discuss the interpretation obtained from parse (65c) when, among alternatives
obtained by replacement of AnsS(Q)(C) with a plurality a, only alternatives such
that a is a plurality in which the proportion of true answers doesn’t exceed β (i.e.,
|At(a)∩At(a0)| ≤ β|At(a)|) are kept. Iwill show that the result then is the conjunction
of (67a), (67b), and (67c).

(65c) exh
[
John 1 [C AnsS which children sang] [mostly 2 t1 knows f t2]

]

(96) a. John knows at least �αn0� true answers
b. John has no false belief regarding children who did not sing

c. John knows less than min(α
⌈
β−1n0

⌉
, n0) true atomic answers.

In Sect. A.2.1, I will give the proof, and in Sect. A.2.2 I will explain what it means
exactly and what value we should choose for β.

A.2.1 Proof of the equivalence

Let n be the number of true answers believed by John.
(67a) simply is the prejacent. (67b) derives from the negation of alternatives con-

taining a single false answer and completely (or deletion ofmostly). (67c) derives from
the negation of all alternatives with believe and mostly built with a0 ⊕ b such that b
contains only false answers and n0

n0+|b| ≤ β. By denying for any such answer that John
believes most of it, we can put an upper bound on n: John knows n atoms of a0 and,
given (67b), none of b. We therefore conclude that for any b such that n0

n0+|b| ≤ β,
n < α(n0 + |b|). From this, it follows that:

(97) n < min
{b|n0+|b|≥β−1n0}

α(n0 + |b|)

< α�β−1n0�
≤  α�β−1n0�" ≤ n0

Note that n = n0 is not excluded in principle (pick α = 0.72, β = 0.75, n0 = 5
for a counter-example), but will be if β is sufficiently larger than α and n0 sufficiently
large. Otherwise, the alternative obtained by deletion ofmostly is excludable and yields
the implicature that John knows less than n0 true answers.

Now, let us show that all the alternatives we have excluded are indeed innocently
excludable, and that nothing else follows. We have excluded the alternatives with the
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complete answer, which only yield the implicature that John knows less than n0 true
answers. Of all the alternatives derived by replacement of the complete answer:

– Those with more than β true answers (in proportion) have been pruned.
– Those with at least 1−β false answers (in proportion) and know are excludable but
yield trivial implicatures since they’re all presupposition failures in the context.

– Those with only false answers, believe but not mostly give us the no-false-belief
implicature.

– Those with at least 1−β false answers (in proportion), believe, and mostly give us
the implicature that John knows less than α

⌈
β−1n0

⌉
true atomic answers.

– The rest (alternatives with believe and without mostly) are excludable but do not
contribute anything beyond the previous two points.

As we can see, all the alternatives that haven’t been pruned are excludable and
yield a satisfiable result, hence they are all innocently excludable, and the result is the
conjunction of the three terms in (96).

A.2.2 Discussion

First, let me explainwhat effectβ has concretely. If we pickβ very close toα, the upper
bound on the number of true answers known by John will approach n0, which amounts
to admitting all proportions between α and 1. Note that this does not mean that exh
is vacuous, as we still derive the “not completely” implicatures, as well as no-false-
belief. If, on the contrary, we pick β very close to 1, the result becomes unsatisfiable.
Indeed, the upper bound α

⌈
β−1n0

⌉
gets close to αn0 itself. The interpretation would

then be that the proportion of answers known by John is exactly α. However, since
most is vague, (a) we don’t know what α is exactly, and (b) knowing exactly α would
put us in the borderline area of the vague predicate. Note that the definition of exh
I adopted in (52) relies on a notion of satisfiability defined in (54) which rules out
borderline vague cases, but it does not require contextual satisfiability, hence does not
block the problematic implicatures here.

A naive solution would be to pick the β that maximizes informativity without
making the result unsatisfiable in the context. This would mean getting α

⌈
β−1n0

⌉

to match the limit between borderline and true cases of the prejacent. Of course, the
existence of such a limit is dubious. As noted by Dummett (1978), vague predicates
give rise to higher-order vagueness: one cannot precisely characterize the extension of
borderline cases. One recent solution to second-order vagueness has been to attribute
a probability distribution over [0, 1] to α, and to reason in terms of probabilities rather
than binary truth values (for probabilistic accounts of vagueness, see Franke 2011;
Lassiter and Goodman 2014; Qing and Franke 2014). For instance, we could assume
that the probability to derive an implicature from an alternative ψ is proportional to
the probability of ¬ψ being consistent with the prejacent S. The next step would be
to derive a probability that John knows n true answers for each n in [0, n0] from the
probability that n/n0 is above the threshold and the probability that n satisfies any given
implicature, weighted by the probability that this implicature be derived. This would
obviously take us too far from the topic of this paper, but see Franke and Jäger (2016)
for an introduction to Bayesian pragmatics and Leffel et al. (2018) for a discussion of
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interactions between vagueness and implicatures. Keeping things suitably vague here,
I will simply conclude that an implicature that John knows significantly less than the
complete answer is derived.

B Agree and disagree

As we discussed in Sect. 7, every responsive verb must come with a non-trivial lexical
restrictor. In the case of non-veridical predicates, there often is no obvious candidate
and the restrictor must be postulated. Agree and disagree are no exception, but they
pose numerous additional problems. I will first summarize Lahiri’s (2002) extensive
discussion of agree and then present my own analysis, which is motivated by new data
(mostly on disagree) as well as theoretical considerations (e.g., adding homogeneity
to the picture).

B.1 Lahiri’s proposal

Lahiri (2002:111–109) proposes the denotation in (98), where Com is the predicate
of common belief (Fagin et al. 1995). The free variable G is filled by the with-phrase
if one is present, or else is determined contextually. If the subject is plural, Lahiri
proposes that the reciprocal reading results from a possibly covert ‘with each other’.
This phrase does two things: it introduces a distributivity operator D and it fills the G
variable with the plural subject itself, as illustrated in (99). When agree (on) embeds
a question, Lahiri proposes a similar structure, based on a lexical restrictor which is
possibly different for each agent: Cw

y = λp.B(w)(y)(p). As it stands, this yields very
weak truth conditions for (100): for the sentence to be true, each teacher has to believe
that every other teacher agrees with him or her, but nothing guarantees that any two
teachers share any beliefs regarding the question. In short, it simply predicts that each
teacher imagines that all other teachers agree with them.26

(98) �agree�w = λp.λx .Doxw
x ⊆ p ∧ Doxw

x ⊆ (
λw′.Comw′

G (p)
)

where G is a free variable

(99) �The teachers agree (with each other) that p�w

= D(σ x[�T x])(λy.�agree�w,G→σ x[�T x](p)(y))
= ∀y.T y → [Doxw

y ⊆ p ∧ Doxw
y ⊆ (λw′.Comw′

σ x[�T x](p)]
(100) �The teachers agree (with each other) on Q�w

= D(σ x[�T x])(λy.�agree�w,G→σ x[�T x]( f (AnsS(Q)(Cw
y )))(y))

= ∀y.T y → [Doxw
y ⊆ f (AnsS(Q)(Cw

y ))
︸ ︷︷ ︸

trivial

∧Doxw
y ⊆ (λw′.Comw′

σ x[�T x]

( f (AnsS(Q)(Cw
y )))]

= ∀y.T y → [Doxw
y ⊆ (λw′.Comw′

σ x[�T x]( f (AnsS(Q)(Cw
y )))]

26 The reason for the weakness of the resulting truth conditions seems to come from Lahiri’s generalization
of the formula in his example (110) to a proposition that covaries with the variable y in his example (119)
(because C makes reference to y). Replacing ϕ with a proposition that covaries with the index i in (108)
results in an invalid application of Fagin et al.’s (1995) Fixed-Point Axiom.
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A natural solution would be to assume that the restrictor is determined by the G
variable rather than covarying with the subject, so that the first conjunct in (100)
would not be trivial anymore. In a preliminary proposal, (Lahiri, 2002, p30) proposes
the restrictor in (101): the set of propositions believed by at least one individual part
of G.

(101) Cw
G = λp.∃y � G : Doxw

y ⊆ p

Lahiri argues that this does not work when the subject consists of more than two
individuals.27,28 An independent issue is that, just like with be certain, this restrictor is
not closed under conjunction and, combined with Lahiri’s denotation for agree, would
result in unexpected presupposition failures in my theory.29 As an example, consider
sentence (102) below in a situation where Mary believes that only Ann sang, while
John believes that only Bill sang. In such a situation, ‘Ann sang’ and ‘Bill sang’ would
be in the restrictor, but ‘Ann and Bill sang’ would not, because neither Mary nor John
believes that both Ann and Bill sang. AnsS would then return a presupposition failure.
This seems wrong, because in this context (103) below sounds clearly true, suggesting
that (102) must be false and not just a presupposition failure (assuming that agree and
disagree share the same restrictor).

(102) John and Mary agree on which children sang.

(103) John and Mary disagree on which children sang.

27 As an example, in the situation described in (i), the restrictor (101) would contain 24 individuals while
the FBI agents would only agree on four individuals. Yet sentence (ii) is intuitively true.

(i) Context: There are twenty FBI agents observing ameeting of five alleged subversives in an otherwise
empty building. They agree completely on who four of those five are, but disagree about the fifth,
about whose identity they each have a different hypothesis.

(ii) The FBI agents agree on who the people in the building are, for the most part.

While the judgment is clear, the effect is intuitively linked to the fact that the FBI agents agree that there
are five people in the building and only disagree on the identity of one person. It seems that a better model
of the complement in (ii) would be the family of questions {�who person 1 is�, �who person 2 is�, . . . }.
With this denotation for the questions, the naive proposal correctly predicts (ii) to be true in situation (i).
Interestingly, it predicts the sentence to be false in a context where the FBI agents agree that a, b, c, d, and
e are the five people in the building but each agent has a different opinion on which of the people they see
is a, which is b, and so on. I won’t try to give a proper analysis of identity questions and how their QV
readings should be analyzed.
28 An independent issue with the solution Lahiri proposes is that it does not predict the correct truth
conditions for agree-with constructions. Indeed, his semantics requires that for each individual part x in
the subject, most of what x believes is agreed on by the members of the free variable G. Yet, in context (i)
below, (ii) seems to be much worse than (iii). This is not expected since it is true that FBI agents all agree
that Ann and Bill are in the building. The fact that (iii) is better than (ii) in this context suggests that the
relation between the subject of agree and the complement of with is the reverse of what Lahiri proposes.

(i) Context: John believes that Ann and Bill are in the building and is agnostic as to who else may be
present. The FBI agents believe Ann, Bill, and ten other individuals to be hiding in the building.

(ii) John agrees with the FBI agents on who is in the building.

(iii) The FBI agents agree with John on who is in the building.

29 Thanks to Wataru Uegaki for pointing this to me.
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As with be certain, we could try to fix this by assuming that the actual restrictor is
the closure under conjunction of (101), but doing so would be neither necessary nor
sufficient this time. Rather, I will stick to this simple restrictor but assume a different
structure, which will ensure that Cw

g is always closed under conjunction anyway.

B.2 A new solution

I will assume the denotation in (104a) for agree, and that agree with each other is
interpreted as in (104b,c). The main novelties here are (i) a first presupposition which
solves the weakness identified in Lahiri’s proposal (as well as the issue discussed in
footnote 26) and will strongly reduce the possible uses of disagree, (ii) the treatment
of the ‘Dox ⊆ (λw.Comw . . . )’ component as a presupposition here (otherwise the
truth conditions for disagree would be very weak), and (iii) a different analysis of
each other. I propose to interpret this expression very literally and assume that each
applies to other and not to the subject. This means that an additional covert distributive
operator is needed for the subject, and so in the general case the agree-relation will
apply to pairs of atomic individuals. We will see how this better captures new facts
about disagree.

(104) a. �agree�w,G =λp.λx : Comw
G(p) ∧ Doxw

x ⊆(λw′.Comw′
G (p)).Doxw

x ⊆ p

b. �X agree (with each other) that p�w

= D(X)(λx .D(X−x)(λy.�agree�w,G→y(p)(x)))

c. �X agree (with each other) on Q�w

= D(X)
[
λx .D(X−x)

[
λy.�agree�w,G→y

(
f (AnsS(Q)(Cw

y ))
)

(x)
]]

Unless the parts of X are not atomic individuals (e.g., in a context where there are
salient subgroups which may agree or disagree on an issue), the variable y ends up
denoting atomic individuals. In this case we can replace all occurrences of Com with
simple belief.30

A consequence of these assumptions is that the lexical restrictor covaries with the
with-phrase, which itself covaries with the atoms of the subject, so IR must target a
position below the with-phrase.

B.3 Predictions for agree

Let’s look at a declarative complement embedded under agree with two agents, as
in (105). The top-most distributivity operator splits the subject into its atomic parts,
yielding the proposition in (105a) for Mary and the symmetric one in (105b) for
John. Before going further, we need to specify how presuppositions project from the
distributivity operator.

(105) Mary and John agree (with each other) that Ann sang.

30 Com still plays a non-trivial role when explicit plural complements are used. For instance, ‘Mary agrees
with the teachers thatAnn sang’ presupposes that the teachers are inCom-agreement thatAnn sang.Whether
Com may be replaced with regular belief in such cases is an open empirical question.
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a. D(m ⊕ j − m)
[
λy.Comw

y (p) ∧ Doxw
m ⊆ (λw′.Comw′

y (p)).Doxw
m ⊆ p

]

= Comw
j (p) ∧ Doxw

m ⊆ (λw′.Comw′
j (p)).Doxw

m ⊆ p

= Doxw
j ⊆ p ∧ Doxw

m ⊆ (λw′.Doxw′
j ⊆ p).Doxw

m ⊆ p

b. Doxw
m ⊆ p ∧ Doxw

j ⊆ (λw′.Doxw′
m ⊆ p).Doxw

j ⊆ p

One solution is to see the distributive operator as a big symmetric conjunction, and
to generalize the projection pattern of simple symmetric conjunctions (e.g., using local
contexts from Schlenker 2009).

(106) Projection patterns for conjunctions:

a. p.S ∧ p′.S′ presupposes p ∧ (S → p′)

b.
∧

i [pi .Si ] presupposes ∀i,
[∧

j �=i S j

]
→ pi

c. D(X)
(
λy.ρ(y).P(y)

)
presupposes∀x ∈ At(X), [D(X − x) (λy.P(y))]

→ ρ(x)

The result is the following:

(107) �105�w = [Doxw
m ⊆ p] → [

Doxw
m ⊆ p ∧ Doxw

j ⊆ (λw′.Doxw′
m ⊆ p)

]

∧ [Doxw
j ⊆ p] → [

Doxw
j ⊆ p ∧ Doxw

m ⊆ (λw′.Doxw′
j ⊆ p)

]

∧ Doxw
m ⊆ p ∧ Doxw

j ⊆ p

= [Doxw
m ⊆ p] → [

Doxw
j ⊆ (λw′.Doxw′

m ⊆ p)
]

∧ [Doxw
j ⊆ p] → [

Doxw
m ⊆ (λw′.Doxw′

j ⊆ p)
]

∧ Doxw
m ∩ Doxw

j ⊆ p

The assertive component of (105a) entails the first presupposition of (105b), so
only the second presupposition is non-trivial, and the result is that if Mary believes
that Ann sang, John knows that she does (and vice versa). Simplifying the conditional
presuppositions, (105) asserts that John and Mary both believe p and, given the as-
sertion, presupposes that they each know that the other believes p. Note that this is
weaker than what Lahiri intended with the Com operator. In particular, the sentence
can be true even if John or Mary is not aware that the other knows that they share the
belief that Ann sang. In such a situation, Mary would be able to say “I agree with John
that Ann sang”, but she would not be able to say “John agrees with me that Ann sang”
or “John and I agree that Ann sang”.

(108) Mary, Nancy, and Sue agree (with each other) that Ann sang.

Generalizing this to more than two agents, as in (108), results in the same kind of
pairwise weak agreement: each of Mary, Nancy, and Sue must believe that Ann sang
and is presupposed to know that the others believe that Ann sang, but not necessarily
know that the others know that she does.
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Let’s now come back to questions embedded under agree, as in (102), repeated
below. The predicted truth conditions are developed in (109). The denotation is equiv-
alent to the conjunction in (109a). (109b) details the meaning of the first conjunct. The
first conjunct in the presupposition is trivial: it states that John believes whatever he
believes. The second conjunct states that Mary is aware of what John believes.31 For
simplicity, I ignore presuppositions arising from the definite description in AnsS .32

(109c) gives the final result, with the conditional presuppositions resulting from the
symmetric conjunction. The assertion is simply that John believes every atomic an-
swer that Mary believes, and vice versa. The presuppositions are quite hard to parse,
but they state that if John believes what Mary believes, then Mary is aware of what
he believes, and vice versa. Given the assertion, the presuppositions can be greatly
simplified and simply state that each of John and Mary is aware of what the other
believes. In case John and Mary have overlapping but different beliefs, homogeneity
kicks in and the sentence is neither true nor false. If they have non-overlapping beliefs,
the conditional presuppositions are trivially satisfied and the sentence is plain false.

(102) John and Mary agree on which children sang.

(109) a. �(102)�w0 = �agree�G→ j ( f (AnsS(Q)(Cw0
j )))(m) ∧ �agree�G→m

( f (AnsS(Q)(Cw0
m )))( j)

b. �agree�G→ j ( f (AnsS(Q)(Cw0
j )))(m) = Comw0

j ( f (AnsS(Q)(Cw0
j )))

∧ Doxw0
m ⊆ (λw.Comw

j ( f (Ans
S(Q)(Cw0

j ))))

∧ Doxw0
m ⊆ f (AnsS(Q)(Cw0

j ))

= Doxw0
m ⊆ (λw.Doxw

j ⊆ f (AnsS(Q)(Cw0
j )))

∧ Doxw0
m ⊆ f (AnsS(Q)(Cw0

j ))

c. �(102)�w0 =
[ [

Doxw0
j ⊆ f (AnsS(Q)(Cw0

m ))
]
→

[
Doxw0

m ⊆ (λw.Doxw
j ⊆ f (AnsS(Q)(Cw0

j )))
] ]

∧
[ [

Doxw0
m ⊆ f (AnsS(Q)(Cw0

j ))
]
→

[
Doxw0

j ⊆ (λw.Doxw
m ⊆ f (AnsS(Q)(Cw0

m )))
] ]

∧ Doxw0
m ⊆ f (AnsS(Q)(Cw0

j )) ∧ Doxw0
j ⊆ f (AnsS(Q)(Cw0

m ))

In a situation with more than two agents, such as (110), the predicted meaning
can ultimately be reduced to pairwise agreement: (110) simply means ‘Each teacher
agrees with each other teacher on which children sang’. Homogeneity ensures that the

31 Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for catching an error in an earlier version of this manuscript which
made this presupposition trivial as well.
32 This would translate as a presupposition that Cw0

j/m is non-empty, which seems to project existentially
and lead to the overall presupposition that one of John or Mary must believe that at least one child sang
(see Chemla and George 2016). Similarly, there would be a presupposition that at least one of John or Mary
believes the other to have non-trivial beliefs regarding Q.
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sentence is plain false only if no two teachers have overlapping beliefs. On top of this,
the presupposition, given the assertion, can be simplified to ‘Each teacher is aware of
what each other teacher believes’.

(110) The teachers agree (with each other) on which children sang.

If John orMary [or any teacher in the case of (110)] believes that a given child sang,
the other one (resp. all other teachers) must also believe so. Nevertheless, this leaves
open the possibility that one be ignorant as to whether a child sang or not, as long as
the other one (resp. all other teachers) is ignorant too or believes that this particular
child did not sing. This is in line with the results of Chemla and George (2016). They
show that in a situation where Mary believes a, b and is agnostic regarding c, (102) is
judged false if John believes a, b, and c to be true, but true if John believes a and b to
be true but c to be false. While they interpret this result as an indication that agree-wh
is not reducible to agree-that, I show that one can account for this fact in a reducible
fashion (except for the lexical restrictor).33

B.4 Predictions for disagree

The theory imposes strong restrictions on possible uses of disagree. Indeed, the con-
ditional presuppositions of (111) are of the form (112). Since the consequent is
incompatible with the antecedent, the conditional is equivalent to the negation of
the antecedent. As a result, (111) is predicted to presuppose that both Mary and John
believe that Ann sang, but it makes an assertion which contradicts this presupposition.
It is thus deviant (necessarily false or a presupposition failure), and this is reflected in
grammaticality judgments (Gajewski 2002). More generally, the expression disagree
with each other is predicted never to embed declarative complements.34

(111) # Mary and John disagree (with each other) that Ann sang.

(112)
[
Doxw

m � p → Doxw
m ⊆ p ∧ Doxw

j ⊆ (λw′.Doxw′
m ⊆ p)

] ≡ Doxw
m ⊆ p

With embedded questions no contradictions arise, since each individual is related
to a different proposition (the answers believed by another one). (114) below gives the
derivation of the meaning of (113). (114b) corresponds to the first conjunct in (114a):
Mary disagrees with John on which children sang. Because of homogeneity, this is
only true if Mary believes none of the atomic answers believed by John. The pre-
supposition is simply that Mary is aware of what John believes. Putting everything
together in (114c), we can simplify the result a bit (because the non-overlap condition
ofdisagree is symmetric, unlike the inclusion condition of agree). We obtain a rather
simple assertion: John and Mary’s beliefs about Q do not overlap. The conditional

33 Note that this may not have been an ideal test case of non-reducibility to begin with, because the two
situations can be distinguished on the basis of ‘agree that’ facts, provided that we distinguish presupposition
failures from falsity: in the first case ‘Mary agrees with John that c’ is plain false, whereas in the second
case it results in a presupposition failure.
34 As a reviewer points out, replacing disagree with do not agree may alleviate the issue by allowing the
negation to scope above the distributive operator. In that case, we obtain the negation of (105): at least one
of John and Mary does not believe that Ann sang, and it is presupposed that if one of them believes that she
did, the other one is aware of this.
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presupposition states that if John and Mary disagree, then they’re each aware of what
the other believes.

(113) Mary and John disagree with each other on which children sang.

(114) a. �(113)� = �disagree�G→ j ( f (AnsS(Q)(Cw0
j )))(m)

∧ �disagree�G→m( f (AnsS(Q)(Cw0
m )))( j)

b. �disagree�G→ j ( f (AnsS(Q)(Cw0
j )))(m) =

Doxw0
m ⊆ (λw.Doxw

j ⊆ f (AnsS(Q)(Cw0
j ))) ∧ Doxw0

m ∩
f (AnsS(Q)(Cw0

j )) = ∅

c. �(113)�w0 =
[ [

Doxw0
j ∩ f (AnsS(Q)(Cw0

m )) = ∅
]
→

[
Doxw0

m ⊆ (λw.Doxw
j ⊆ f (AnsS(Q)(Cw0

j )))
] ]

∧
[ [

Doxw0
m ∩ f (AnsS(Q)(Cw0

j )) = ∅
]
→

[
Doxw0

j ⊆ (λw.Doxw
m ⊆ f (AnsS(Q)(Cw0

m )))
] ]

∧ Doxw0
m ∩ f (AnsS(Q)(Cw0

j )) = ∅ ∧ Doxw0
j ∩ f (AnsS(Q)(Cw0

m )) = ∅
=

[
f (AnsS(Q)(Cw0

j )) ∩ f (AnsS(Q)(Cw0
m )) = ∅

]
→

[ [
Doxw0

j ⊆ (λw.Doxw
m ⊆ f (AnsS(Q)(Cw0

m )))
]

∧
[
Doxw0

j ⊆ (λw.Doxw
m ⊆ f (AnsS(Q)(Cw0

m )))
] ]

∧
[
f (AnsS(Q)(Cw0

j )) ∩ f (AnsS(Q)(Cw0
m )) = ∅

]

This result may seem too strong, because it predicts (113) to be a truth value
gap in context (115), whereas intuitively it feels true. However, we will see that an
independent strongly exhaustive reading may account for this case.

(115) Context: Mary believes that only Ann and Bill sang, John believes that only
Ann and Chris sang.

This proposal also predicts that any situation in which there are more agents than
possible atomic answers to the question should be disallowed, since it would force at
least two agents to have overlapping beliefs. This would rule out sentences like (116)
and (117), which in actual fact seem quite acceptable.

(116) The twenty teachers disagree with each other on which of the three children
sang.

(117) Mary, John, and Sue disagree with each other about whether Ann sang.

One way out of this problem would be to allow more flexibility in the ways a plural
subject can be split into different parts. We could assume, for instance, that the twenty
teachers can be split into three groups—those who believe that Ann sang, those who
believe that Bill sang, and those who believe that Chris did—and that each does not
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distribute down to atomic teachers but only to these subgroups. Since each subgroup
would disagree with every other subgroup, (116) could be true even though there are
pairs of teachers who do agree with each other. While this may be a good explanation
for the acceptability of (116), it seems less tenable for an example like (117), where
the atoms are explicitly mentioned.

B.5 Strengthening

Before discussing possible exhaustifications of (102), repeated below, I need to spell
out the full structure I assume for this sentence. It is shown in (118) with all dependen-
cies. This structure provides many possible positions for exh, listed in (119), which I
will now review.

(102) John and Mary agree on which children sang.

(118) [D [John and Mary]] 1 [(with each other1)] 2 [C2 Ans Q] 3 t1 agree2 [ f t3]

(119) a. [D [John and Mary]] 1 [(with each other1)] 2 [C2 Ans Q] 3 t1 agree2
exh[ f t3]

b. [D [John and Mary]] 1 [(with each other1)] 2 [C2 Ans Q] 3 exh
[
t1 agree2

[ f t3]
]

c. [D [John and Mary]] 1 [(with each other1)] 2 exh
[
[C2 Ans Q] 3 t1 agree2

[ f t3]
]

d. [D [John and Mary]] 1 exh
[
[(with each other1)] 2 [C2 Ans Q] 3 t1 agree2

[ f t3]
]

e. exh
[
[D [John and Mary]] 1 [(with each other1)] 2 [C2 Ans Q] 3 t1 agree2

[ f t3]
]

The most local exhaustification, in (119a), leads to the usual strongly exhaustive
reading for agree: agents must all have exhaustive opinions on the situation and their
beliefs must match perfectly. This reading was not detected by Chemla and George
(2016).

The exhaustification in (119b) turns out to be vacuous (all alternatives stronger
than the prejacent end up being presupposition failures when the values for 2 and 3
are filled in).

(119c,d) are vacuous as well, because all alternatives are Strawson-entailed.
In the case of (119e), the alternatives are essentially of the form (105), where ‘Ann’

is replacedwith an arbitrary, possibly plural, individuald. Because the alternatives only
have very weak conditional presuppositions, they are not Strawson-entailed anymore
(in fact, their presupposition is entailed by the prejacent). They cannot all be excluded,
as this would violate the presupposition that John andMary believe at least one answer,
but it is possible to exclude all non-atomic alternatives without contradiction. This
would just mean that John and Mary believe that only one child sang (and agree on
which child it is). In short, we find ourselves in a situation close to what we had with
QVE in Sect. 6.2. Pruning the alternative obtained from d simply allows the answer
on which John and Mary agree to be d, but does not add a useful implicature.
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To summarize, local exhaustification yields an unattested strong exhaustive reading.
Exhaustification in any higher position but above the subject’s distributive operator is
vacuous, and global exhaustification yields an extremely strong reading.

For disagree, the predicted strongly exhaustive reading is logically independent
from the weakly exhaustive one: it presupposes exhaustive opinionatedness from each
agent, but removes homogeneity, thus making it possible for sentences with disagree
to be judged true even in cases of partial agreement, such as (115). Exhaustification
anywhere above the verb is vacuous. This includes global exhaustification since the
alternatives are similar to (111), and as such contradictory.
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